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Iowa Liquor Quarterly is published 
quarterly under the direction of 
the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages 
Division (IABD). Prices are subject 
to change at the discretion of the 
IABD without prior notice. All art in 
this publication ©2013 American 
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reserved. Reproduction in whole or 
in part without written permission 
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to publish a correct price list and 
editorial content, however certain 
information is furnished to American 
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American Wine & Liquor Quarterlies 
is responsible for any errors or 
misrepresentations within its control 
and not the Iowa Alcoholic Bever-
ages Division. American Wine & 
Liquor Quarterlies will indemnify the 
division regarding any such errors or 
misrepresentations. The materials 
contained in this publication may not 
be copied, duplicated or used by any 
other person, ﬁ rm or organizations 
in whole or part, without the express 
written consent of American Wine & 
Liquor Quarterlies, LLC.
 Since the beginning of my term as Administrator for the Iowa 
Alcoholic Beverages Division, customers have been hearing my goals 
of creating effi ciencies, improving customer service and utilizing 
eCommerce. In the May issue of this publication I shared that the 
Division had been working diligently to increase and enhance our 
utilization of online and social customer service. 
 I’m happy to say that we now send all of our communications, 
notifi cations and publications out via email as well as post them to 
IowaABD.com. (See graphic below to fi nd online pricing publications.) 
As we prepare to move into 2014, the Division will cease printing and 
distributing publications in paper form. The single exception will be 
this Iowa Liquor Quarterly magazine which will continue to serve as 
a customer price list for the foreseeable future. 
 If we do not already have your email, please send it to Dusold@
IowaABD.com with your license and/or account numbers so you can 
be added to the appropriate electronic commuications lists. Providing 
your email address will allow us to notify you of new online services 
coming in the future such as online ordering and pricing information.
 You will also be able to participate in surveys, submit comments 





better customer service in every area. I want 
your feedback in the coming months on how 
the Division is doing and what information 
you need from us in order to be successful. The 
efforts to improve communications are driven 
by my belief that customer service must be a 
top priority. 
 Moving more of the Division’s services 
online will give licensees better, faster and 
constant access to our resources. Moreover, 
online and social customer service allow us 
to serve you on the networks where you are 
already spending time. Most importantly, these 
tools will improve the Division’s customer 








concepts such as 
Designated Drivers and 
Call a Cab programs 
are innovative 
approaches to solving 
this nationwide tragedy. 
DAY or NIGHT
CLICK IT or TICKET!
Remember that it
is illegal to text 
while driving.
Please help in 
our quest to 
protect all Iowans 
from impaired drivers.
The Iowa Governor’s Trac 
Safety Bureau and the Iowa ABD 
would like to invite you to join 
us in promoting trac safety. 
 More information such as printed 
materials and DVDs are available. 
Visit IowaGTSB.org or these other 




Drive sober or get pulled over 
and buzzed driving is drunk driving.DON’T FORGET:
of trac fatalities last year 
in Iowa were attributed to 





Download and view pricing information
• Monthly Price Book - Single Pages (pages 
in numerical order to print or view online)
• Monthly Price Book - Booklet (pages in 
booklet order to print and fold)
• CSV (spreadsheet compatable to upload into 
most systems)
• Temporary Price Reductions (PDF)
• Mark Up/Down (multi-tab Excel worksheet)
• Monthly ABD Promos Newsletter (PDF)
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W A R E H O U S E  R E C E I V E R
What are your duties as a 
Warehouse Receiver?
As a receiver I am 
responsible for unloading 
all the trucks that deliver 
product to our warehouse. 
I need to make sure all the 
product is accounted for 
and not damaged before 
accepting it. Once I am 
done unloading the trucks, I 
put all the inventory into the 
warehouse system and then 
away in the proper slots on 
the floor. On days where 
we have fewer trucks, I also 
assist in picking orders for 
customers. 
What is your favorite part of your job? 
My favorite part of my job is interacting with 
a wide variety of people. Each person has 
a different personality and sense of humor, 
making the day move along quickly. Interacting 
with truck drivers can also be interesting. Most 
of them are very nice individuals with great 
stories from around the county. 
What is the most challenging part of 
your job? 
The warehouse is a very busy place and the 
work can’t stop or our customers don’t get 
their product. Unexpected deliveries and 
events can be a challenge for all when trying 
to stay on time. Another challenge is finding 
enough time to make sure all my pallets and 
other work essential tools are put away. 
What do you do in your free time? 
In my free time I enjoy hanging out with 
my wife and our two Chihuahuas, Peka and 
Molly. When I am not playing with or walking 
the dogs, you can find me watching or playing 
sports. My favorite sports are baseball (Go 
Cubs!) and golf. Attending different sporting 
events around town is also a favorite activity 
of mine. The Bucs hockey games and Iowa 
Hawkeye football games are always a good 
time. 
scherbringchad
Chad and wife Rebecca at a family baptism.
Chad and Bob Feller at Iowa Cubs Fan Fest.
VITALS
Chad Scherbring




AT THE IOWA ABD
Chad started at the Division 





FAVORITE ASPECT OF 
THE DIVISION
 Interacting and meeting 
new people. Every day is 
something new.
FAVORITE PASTIMES
Playing baseball and golf. I also










Ice ring made with whole coffee beans
5-6 quarts eggnog
10-12 cups Kahlúa or flavored Kahlúa
5-6 cups vanilla-flavored or other flavored vodka
Place the ice ring in a punch bowl. Add the eggnog, 
Kahlúa, and vodka; stir gently.
Holiday Milk Punch
2 cups sugar or confectioners’ sugar
2 cups rum or flavored rum
1 cup brandy or flavored brandy
4 tablespoons vanilla extract
1 gallon milk
1 quart heavy cream
Grated nutmeg
Combine the sugar, rum, brandy, and vanilla 
extract in a large container; stir until the sugar 
dissolves. Stir in the milk and heavy cream; freeze 
at least 4 hours or for up to a month. Pour the 
mixed punch into a punch bowl, and garnish with 
grated nutmeg.
Cranberry-Vodka Punch
Ice ring made with whole cranberries
9 cups cranberry-flavored juice, chilled
3-3½ cups flavored vodka of choice, chilled
1½-2 cups vodka, chilled
1½-2 cups lemon-lime soda, chilled
Place the ice ring in a punch bowl. Slowly add the 
juice, flavored vodka, vodka, and soda; stir gently 
to mix.
Bourbon Punch
1 quart bourbon or flavored bourbon
3 cups water
1½ cups fresh orange juice





Small jar maraschino cherries, chilled
Combine the bourbon, water, orange and lemon 
juices, and sugar in a large mixing bowl; stir to 
dissolve the sugar. Add the orange and lemon 
slices, and pour the mixture into large containers; 
refrigerate for at least 24 hours. Just before 
serving, place the ice ring in a punch bowl; add the 
punch mixture and cherries.
Brandy Punch
½-1 cup sugar
¾-1 cup lemon juice
½ cup orange juice
4 cups brandy or flavored brandy
¾-1 cup orange-flavored liqueur
¼-½ cup grenadine






Pour the sugar into a small bowl; add the lemon 
and orange juices, and stir until the sugar dissolves. 
Pour the lemon-orange juice mixture into a punch 
bowl; add the brandy, liqueur, and grenadine; stir 
gently to mix. Add the chilled club soda, sparkling 
water, or sparkling cider; stir gently a few times. 
Add the ice ring and fruit.
Holiday CHeer 
for a Crowd
Help your customers get ready for holiday entertaining by 
offering the ingredients and recipes for festive punches that 
mix up quickly and serve a group.
STAY STYLISH, DRINK RESPONSIBLY.




SHOT OF THE NIGHT.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER, 2013
750mL and 50mL
TRY THESE STYLISH SHOT COMBINATIONS
GLAMOUR SHOT BVC + Goldschlager®
RICH & FAMOUS BVC + CÎROC® Amaretto
Princess and The Pirate BVC + CAPTAIN MORGAN®
SWEET & VICIOUS BVC + DON JULIO Blanco® Tequila
Peaches n’ Cream BVC+ CÎROC® Peach
IRISH MILK AND HONEY BVC + Bushmills® Irish Whiskey
BIRTHDAY Cake SHOT BVC + SMIRNOFF® Iced Cake Flavored Vodka
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SHOT OF THE NIGHT.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER, 2013
750mL and 50mL
TRY THESE STYLISH SHOT COMBINATIONS
GLAMOUR SHOT BVC + Goldschlager®
RICH & FAMOUS BVC + CÎROC® Amaretto
Princess and The Pirate BVC + CAPTAIN MORGAN®
SWEET & VICIOUS BVC + DON JULIO Blanco® Tequila
Peaches n’ Cream BVC+ CÎROC® Peach
IRISH MILK AND HONEY BVC + Bushmills® Irish Whiskey
BIRTHDAY Cake SHOT BVC + SMIRNOFF® Iced Cake Flavored Vodka
750ml #68049
50ml #68048
By Thomas Henry Strenk
Note: This excerpt is printed with permission 
from the May/June 2013 issue of StateWays—
the Beverage Alcohol Merchandising 
Magazine for Control States.
Strawberry Shortcake, Orange 
Cream Pop, Iced Cake, Candy Cane, 
Sugar Cookie, Pumpkin Spice, Root Beer 
Float, Rainbow Sherbet. When it comes 
to vodka flavors, liquor shelves seem to be 
turning into dessert aisles. Sweet expres-
sions are not the only new coming out of 
the ever-growing vodka behemoth. SKUs 
(stock-keeping units) of all sorts crowd 
retailers’ shelves. Low-cal offerings are 
emerging, new brands establishing foot-
holds, off-beat niches finding eager-to-
experiment consumers. The category is 
vast and varied enough to accommodate 
virtually every taste, trend, and interest.
“Vodka is an extremely dynamic cat-
egory in the United States market; it con-
tinues to move up strongly, tirelessly, and 
shows no signs of slowing down,” points 
out Leonid Yangarber, CEO of Russian 
Standard USA. “Vodka is very versatile, 
which makes it accessible for many types 
of consumers—males, females, different 
While solid growth 
continues in 
mainstay vodka, 
the boost from the 
flavor business 
is sweet and 
significant.




THE BEST    F INLANDOF
CELEBRATE
THE WELL TRAVELED DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
VODK A OF FINLAND
©2013 Finlandia Vodka Worldwide Ltd., Helsinki, Finland. Finlandia Vodka and Flavored Vodkas, 37.5-40% Alc./Vol. Imported by Brown-Forman Beverages, Louisville, Kentucky USA.
age groups. The strength of the category 
is remarkable.”
The chief characteristic of the vast vodka 
category is innovation and product churn. 
A number of contenders are launching 
new and noteworthy products into the 
marketplace.
Although flashy flavors grab most of 
the media attention, the workhorse of the 
vodka category is still the original, unfla-
vored, 80 proof product, which continues 
to shoulder the bulk of growth. “The 
unflavored vodka category is steadily 
growing and remains the lion’s share of 
vodka consumption,” says Jason Daniel, 
brand director for Skyy Vodka.
Flavor is the big story in the vodka cat-
egory, as it is across the spirits spectrum. 
“It’s about flavor, flavor, flavor,” enthuses 
Diana Pawlik, vice president of marketing 
for Svedka Vodka. “Flavors are a really big 
trend that has had longevity, driving phe-
nomenal growth the last couple of years 
across the entire category for vodka.”
“Currently, confectionary vodkas are 
driving sales by delivering more play-
ful and decadent flavors, beyond fruit, 
that appeal to the female flavored-vod-
ka drinker,” says Brad Essig, VP Vodka 
North America for Diageo.
“Millenials grew up with a global, more 
exotic, and curious palate with access 
to premium and intriguing ingredients 
at Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s, farmers’ 
markets, and elsewhere. It is only natural 
they are exploring new taste options with 
vodka,” reports Skyy Vodka’s Daniel.
PICK A FLAVOR, ANY 
FLAVOR!
Boost your sales of flavored vodka by 
promoting a few different flavors each 
month. Encourage your customers to try 
a variety of flavored vodkas in their favor-
ite mixed drinks.
Vodka and Tonic
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.
1½-2 ounces flavored vodka
Tonic water, chilled
Complementary fruit garnish
Place fresh ice in the prepared serving glass, and 
add the vodka. Fill the glass with tonic water, and 
garnish with a wedge or slice of fruit.
Vodka and Soda
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.




continued from page 6
flavors are a really big trend that has had longevity, driving phenomenal growth the 
last couple of years across the entire category for vodka.
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Place fresh ice in the prepared serving glass, and 
add the vodka. Fill the glass with club soda, and 
garnish with a wedge or slice of fruit.
Gimlet 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass or over ice in a chilled 
collins (highball) glass.
1 ¼-1½ ounces chilled flavored vodka
½-1 ounce freshly squeezed lime juice
Lime twist
Pour the vodka and lime juice into a mixing glass; 
add ice, and stir gently to mix. Strain the mixed 
drink into the prepared serving glass; garnish with 
the lime twist.
Basic Vodka Cooler
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.
1-1½ ounces flavored vodka
1-1½ ounces brandy or flavored brandy
Fruit juice of choice
Complementary fruit garnish
Place fresh crushed ice in the prepared serving 
glass. Add the vodka and brandy; fill the glass 
with juice, and stir gently. Garnish with a wedge 
or slice of fruit.
Screwdriver




Place fresh ice in the prepared serving glass, and 
add the vodka. Fill the glass with orange juice, 
and stir gently. Garnish with the slice of orange.
Basic Cosmopolitan
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
¾-1 ounce citron or other flavored vodka
½ ounce triple sec
1-1½ ounces cranberry juice
½ ounce freshly squeezed lime juice
Dash of orange bitters
Orange or lemon twist
Pour the vodka into a mixing glass or shaker half 
filled with ice; add all of the remaining ingredients 
except the garnish. Stir or shake gently to mix, 
and immediately strain into the prepared serving 
glass over fresh ice, if desired. Garnish with the 
orange or lemon twist.



















spirited legacy, spirited brands
arrow  |  caffé lolita  |  el mayor  |  everclear  |  ezra brooks  |  hawkeye  |  juárez
lady bligh  |  paramount rum  |  paramount peppermint schnapps
pearl pomegranate  |  pearl vodka  |  purple passion  |  rebel reserve
rebel yell  |  saint brendan’s   |  salvador’s margarita 
Grown-up Hot 
CHoColate
A splash of liqueur or other alcoholic beverage turns a childhood 
favorite into a delicious afternoon pick-me-up or a simple after-
dinner dessert for adults. Consider setting up a hot chocolate bar, 
and invite your customers to create their own grown-up treat!







 Brandy and flavored brandies
 Cognac and flavored cognacs
 Liqueurs in a variety of flavors
 Rum and flavored rums
 Schnapps in a variety of flavors
Be sure to include
W beers are his 
favorite, Brew master 
and part owner, Jake 
Simmons replied, “That 
is like asking me to choose 
my favorite child, I can’t pick just 
one.” However, for newcomers he 
recommends trying the Wooden Nickel 
for it’s distinctive fl avor. 
   Since the menu offerings are limited, 
Backpocket believes if they are only 
going to serve one thing, it had better 
be done right. They want to improve 
upon simple American staples such 
as beer and pizza. They offer many 
different kinds of brick oven pizza, fi ve 
classics and one weekly special for the 
adventurous customer.
   The pizza is cooked right in front of 
you and has a very unique taste unlike 
any other. They’re brick oven fi red, 
using the freshest ingredients such as 
fresh spinach, tomatoes, mushrooms 
and kalamata olives. If you are not sure 
what kinds of craft beer to try with your 
pizza, start with the sampler tray. 
You get to try fi ve different 
beers ranging from light to 
dark. The waiter will 
even explain the 
order in which 
to drink 
each 
       hen you walk into Backpocket 
Brewing, the craft brewing experience 
completely surrounds you. The fi rst 
thing you see are massive beer tanks 
and the inner workings of a brewery. 
Backpocket wanted to focus on being 
a brewery fi rst and restaurant second. 
In the taproom the experience is 
immersive, you are in the beer making 
process. There are no separating walls 
or glass; you can hear all the brewing 
sounds, smell the fermentation and see 
how the beer is made right in front of 
you. You can also choose to sit outside 
and enjoy your food and drink in the 
beer garden, complete with cozy fi re pit.
   Backpocket distributes both draft 
and packaged beer and is available 
regionally, mainly in the surrounding 
areas. They make twelve different 
kinds of beer: four are regulars and 
served year-round. All twelve brews are 
different, ranging from dark to light. 
Sticking close to the German style of 
beer making, they are easy to drink, yet 
still full of fl avor. 
   Each beer’s moniker comes 
from something that you 
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BACKPOCKET
Brewing{
Brew Master Jake Simmons






Photos and story by Rachel Krier and Erin Bothwell
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beer to get the best experience.
   The usual crowd at Backpocket is a mix of 
grad students, locals, young and old. This is not 
a typical college town bar; the focus is the craft 
beer experience and bringing the community 
together.
   Even though they have only been open for 
about a year, Backpocket has had a huge 
involvement in the community. The owners 
believe in supporting the community that 
supports you and staying local. Being able to 
associate with the city is a passion of theirs. 
Organized events such as races, bike rides, 
gatherings, clubs, festivals and movie nights 
are put on to bring the locals together.  
   Backpocket Brewing shows that beer can 
connect with communities in more ways than 
one by getting people out of their comfort zone 
and enjoying things they wouldn’t normally try. 
Backpocket Brewing hosted a party for the 
Mug Club, where they sold a limited number 
of mugs. The mugs remain at the pub all 
year, but each mug in numbered so 
patrons drink out of their own mug when 
they visit. Being part of the Mug Club entitles 
customers to one dollar off all large pours and 
at the end of the year, members get to take their 
mug home.
“The truth is, you can tell a lot 
about a man by what he keeps
 in his back pocket”
The four regular bottled brews are: 
    Gold Coin Helles - German Blond Lager
    Penny Whistle Wheat - Bavarian Hefeweizen
    Slingshot Dunkel - German Dark Lager
    Wooden Nickel - Peated Lager
Produce Pie
   Every Thursday night during the summer, 
they host movies in the beer garden. They only 
show classics, nothing from less than fi fteen 
years ago. During RAGBRAI they operated a 
mobile beer garden in towns across Iowa. They 
even started their own event, Brrrfest, involving 
35 breweries from the surrounding area. The fest 
came to be from Simmons passion to promote 
beer culture in Iowa City.
   Backpocket Brewing offers a unique, 
welcoming, and even educational craft brew 
experience. Stop over and try one of their many 
different beers or a brick oven pizza for a fresh 
take on American classics. 
- Brewmaster Jake Simmons

Chocolate Coffee
Serve in a warm coffee glass with a chocolate-coated 
spoon.
5-6 ounces freshly brewed coffee
1 (single-serving) package hot cocoa mix without 
marshmallows
1-1½ ounces liqueur or liquor of choice
½-1 ounce coffee-flavored or other 
complementary brandy
Whipped sweetened heavy cream
Pour the coffee into the prepared serving glass, 
and stir in the hot cocoa mix. Add the liqueur or 
liquor and brandy, and stir gently until thoroughly 
mixed. Garnish with whipped cream.
Mocha Coffee
Serve in a warm coffee glass.
1-2 teaspoons cocoa
5-6 ounces freshly brewed coffee
1-1½ ounces tequila or flavored tequila
½-1 ounce coffee-flavored brandy
Whipped sweetened heavy cream
Spoon the cocoa into the prepared serving glass. 
Add the hot coffee, tequila, and brandy; stir gently 
until thoroughly mixed. Garnish with whipped 
cream.
Chocolate-Nut Coffee
Serve in a warm coffee glass with a chocolate-coated 
spoon.
5-6 ounces freshly brewed coffee
½-1 ounce hazelnut or other nut-flavored liqueur
½-1 ounce chocolate-flavored liqueur
Whipped sweetened heavy cream
Pour the coffee and liqueurs into the prepared 
serving glass; stir gently until thoroughly mixed. 
Garnish with whipped cream.
Mint-Flavored Coffee
Serve in a warm coffee glass.
5-6 ounces freshly brewed coffee
1-1½ ounces peppermint or spearmint schnapps
½ ounce white or green crème de menthe
Whipped sweetened heavy cream
Pour the hot coffee, schnapps, and crème de 
menthe into the prepared serving glass; stir gently 
until thoroughly mixed. Garnish with whipped 
cream.
Coffee Flambé
Serve in a warm coffee glass.
1-1½ tablespoons cognac




Whipped sweetened heavy cream
Combine the cognac and liqueur in a small 
saucepan, and warm the mixture over low heat. 
Moisten the rim of the warm serving glass with 
the lemon slice, and dip the glass upside down 
in the sugar. Carefully hold the top of the glass 
over low heat or a match to melt the sugar. Pour 
the warm cognac-liqueur mixture into the prepared 
glass, and carefully ignite. Add the coffee (it will 
extinguish the flames), and stir well. Garnish with 
whipped cream.
When the weather turns chilly, treat your customers—and boost your bottom line—by promoting 
hot coffee drinks flavored with complementary liqueurs or other spirits of choice.
warm, relaxinG, deliCious
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 BLENDED WHISKIES  
  872 Age Your Own Whiskey Kit  100 750 6 $63.25 $379.50 859824001393
  15951 Bastille  80 750 6 $22.50 $135.00 898093002038
  22783 Beam’s 8 Star  80 200 48 $1.76 $84.48 080686022701
  22784 Beam’s 8 Star  80 375 24 $2.85 $68.40 080686022602
  22786 Beam’s 8 Star  80 750 12 $5.19 $62.28 080686022404
  22787 Beam’s 8 Star  80 1000 12 $6.50 $78.00 080686022206
  22788 Beam’s 8 Star  80 1750 6 $11.15 $66.90 080686022107
  27474 Bird Dog Blackberry  80 750 6 $15.00 $90.00 812459010222
  27433 Bird Dog Peach  80 750 6 $15.00 $90.00 812459010659
  10582 Cabin Fever Maple Flavored  80 750 12 $14.99 $179.88 086816327340
  23276 Calvert Extra  80 750 12 $7.87 $94.44 080686041405
  23277 Calvert Extra  80 1000 12 $10.31 $123.72 080686041207
  23278 Calvert Extra  80 1750 6 $16.53 $99.18 080686041122
  27632 Cedar Ridge Short’s New 80 750 6 $20.75 $124.50 859824001553
  27478 Cedar Ridge Unaged  100 750 6 $19.75 $118.50 859824001362
  23823 Five Star  80 200 48 $1.79 $85.92 084848220509
  23824 Five Star  80 375 24 $2.99 $71.76 084848220905
  23826 Five Star  80 750 12 $5.19 $62.28 084848220301
  23827 Five Star  80 1000 12 $6.59 $79.08 084848220202
  23828 Five Star  80 1750 6 $11.19 $67.14 084848220103
  23626 Five Star PET  80 750 12 $5.19 $62.28 084848220400
  23708 Fleischmann’s Preferred  80 1750 6 $10.99 $65.94 100829282002
  27512 Griff’s Cowboy  80 750 6 $18.89 $113.34 859824001379
  24156 Hawkeye  80 750 12 $5.04 $60.48 088352110127
  24157 Hawkeye  80 1000 12 $6.45 $77.40 088352109787
  24158 Hawkeye  80 1750 6 $11.07 $66.42 088352109770
  27290 Iowa Shine  100 375 12 $15.14 $181.68 854781004005
  27292 Iowa Shine  80 750 12 $23.01 $276.12 854781004015
  24453 Kessler  80 200 48 $2.66 $127.68 080686042709
  24454 Kessler  80 375 24 $4.65 $111.60 080686042600
  24456 Kessler  80 750 12 $8.26 $99.12 080686042402
  24457 Kessler  80 1000 12 $10.62 $127.44 080686042204
  24458 Kessler  80 1750 6 $16.53 $99.18 080686042129
  24451 Kessler  Mini  80 500 12 $7.84 $94.08 080686042921
  27442 Kessler Spiced  70 1000 12 $11.82 $141.84 080686173021
AMERICAN WHISKIES  
 BLENDED WHISKIES  
  24466 Kessler Traveler  80 750 12 $8.26 $99.12 080686042433
  24706 McCormick  80 750 12 $5.25 $63.00 085592104343
  24728 McCormick  PET  80 1750 6 $11.51 $69.06 085592104312
  27394 Mono Loco  80 375 12 $13.64 $163.68 092145546000
  27629 Prairie Fire  70 750 6 $19.76 $118.56 854781004036
  27257 Red Boot Corn Whiskey  80 750 12 $14.99 $179.88 858506004011
  27597 Red Boot Spiced  80 750 12 $16.49 $197.88 858506004004
  77256 Revel Stoke Spiced  90 750 12 $12.75 $153.00 087116035904
  25603 Seagram’s 7 Crown  80 200 48 $2.93 $140.64 087000007352
  25604 Seagram’s 7 Crown  80 375 24 $5.25 $126.00 087000007659
  25606 Seagram’s 7 Crown  80 750 12 $10.49 $125.88 087000007338
  25607 Seagram’s 7 Crown  80 1000 12 $11.99 $143.88 087000007321
  25608 Seagram’s 7 Crown  80 1750 6 $17.93 $107.58 087000700703
  25601 Seagram’s 7 Crown  Mini  80 500 12 $9.25 $111.00 087000700710
  25616 Seagram’s 7 Crown PET Flask  80 750 12 $10.49 $125.88 087000003385
  27554 Seagram’s Seven Crown Dark Honey  80 750 12 $12.27 $147.24 082000002543
  27562 Seagram’s Seven Crown Stone Cherry  71 750 12 $12.27 $147.24 082000002918
  25876 Sunny Brook  80 750 12 $5.50 $66.00 080686479406
  25877 Sunny Brook  80 1000 12 $6.69 $80.28 080686479208
  25878 Sunny Brook  80 1750 6 $11.80 $70.80 080686479109
  25966 Triple Crown  80 750 12 $16.44 $197.28 085592148156
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  821 Triple Crown Pouch Mini  80 500 6 $16.43 $98.58 085592148583
  27323 Two Jay’s Country Style Bl  80 750 12 $23.39 $280.68 736211720641
  27318 Two Jay’s Iowa Corn  80 750 12 $20.81 $249.72 736211720542
  27625 Whitetail Caramel Flavored  80 750 6 $12.00 $72.00 812459010062
  67273 Yukon Jack Jacapple  70 750 12 $13.88 $166.56 082000761884
  67272 Yukon Jack Jacapple Mini  70 500 12 $7.45 $89.40 082000761860
  67275 Yukon Jack Wicked Hot  70 750 12 $13.88 $166.56 082000761877
  67274 Yukon Jack Wicked Hot Mini  70 500 12 $7.45 $89.40 082000761853
 STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKIES  
  16516 Ancient Age  80 750 12 $9.24 $110.88 080244002138
  16517 Ancient Age  80 1000 12 $11.25 $135.00 080244002121
  16518 Ancient Age  80 1750 6 $17.70 $106.20 080244002114
  16676 Basil Hayden’s 8 YR  80 750 6 $33.06 $198.36 080686012405
  21480 Benchmark Old No. 8  80 750 12 $9.57 $114.84 088004020842
  16987 Bourbon Supreme  80 1000 12 $7.05 $84.60 088352110813
  16988 Bourbon Supreme  80 1750 6 $14.51 $87.06 088352110806
  18006 Buffalo Trace  90 750 12 $18.71 $224.52 080244009236
  17086 Bulleit  90 750 12 $24.00 $288.00 087000005525
  17127 Cabin Still  80 1000 12 $7.50 $90.00 096749232406
  17206 Cedar Ridge  80 750 6 $26.40 $158.40 859824001300
  27479 Cody Road  90 750 6 $28.76 $172.56 022099147749
  17826 Early Times  80 750 12 $9.71 $116.52 081128010621
  17830 Early Times PET  80 1750 6 $18.47 $110.82 081128010508
  17916 Elijah Craig  94 750 12 $21.06 $252.72 096749000067
  17956 Evan Williams  86 750 12 $10.30 $123.56 096749021345
  17958 Evan Williams  86 1750 6 $21.44 $128.64 096749021147
  18116 Evan Williams Black Label Traveler  86 750 12 $10.31 $123.68 908917902177
  73715 Evan Williams Cherry Reserve  70 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 096749021857
  18046 Evan Williams Green Label  80 750 12 $7.41 $88.92 096749021321
  18048 Evan Williams Green Label  80 1750 6 $14.91 $89.46 096749021123
  18196 Ezra Brooks  90 750 12 $8.63 $103.56 088352110929
  18198 Ezra Brooks  90 1750 6 $19.13 $114.78 088352110905
  73743 Ezra Brooks Cinnamon  70 750 12 $8.64 $103.68 088352128153
  18407 G & W  80 1000 12 $7.40 $88.80 084848200204
  18408 G & W  80 1750 6 $13.85 $83.10 084848200105
  27536 Homestead  113 750 6 $32.25 $193.50 851675003816
  19019 Jesse James Bourbon  80 750 12 $14.28 $171.36 089105510331
  19063 Jim Beam  80 200 48 $4.65 $223.20 080686001706
  19064 Jim Beam  80 375 24 $7.14 $171.36 080686001607
  19066 Jim Beam  80 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686001409
  19067 Jim Beam  80 1000 12 $18.12 $217.44 080686001201
  19068 Jim Beam  80 1750 6 $29.91 $179.46 080686001102
  19026 Jim Beam Black  86 750 12 $20.31 $243.72 080686034407
  19112 Jim Beam Devil’s Cut  90 750 12 $22.85 $274.20 080686005018
  27410 Jim Beam Honey  70 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 080686006060
  27408 Jim Beam Honey Mini  70 500 12 $7.11 $85.32 080686006091
  19032 Jim Beam Jacob’s Ghost  80 750 12 $19.68 $236.16 080686121039
  19030 Jim Beam Jacob’s Ghost Mini  80 500 12 $7.11 $85.32 080686121015
  27392 Jim Beam Maple New 70 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 080686006183
  27390 Jim Beam Maple Mini New 70 500 12 $7.11 $85.32 080686006169
  19061 Jim Beam Mini  80 500 12 $10.24 $122.88 080686001904
  19096 Jim Beam Traveler  80 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686001430
  19226 Knob Creek  100 750 6 $30.71 $184.26 080686016403
  19436 Lexington  86 750 6 $21.81 $130.86 812459010437
  19486 Maker’s 46  94 750 6 $31.50 $189.00 085246500101
  19474 Maker’s Mark  90 375 12 $11.79 $141.48 085246144534
  19476 Maker’s Mark  90 750 12 $25.19 $302.28 085246475393
  19477 Maker’s Mark  90 1000 12 $33.06 $396.72 085246139424
  19478 Maker’s Mark  90 1750 6 $51.96 $311.76 085246139417
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  20246 Old Crow  80 750 12 $6.30 $75.60 080686507406
  20247 Old Crow  80 1000 12 $7.08 $84.96 080686507208
  20248 Old Crow  80 1750 6 $13.38 $80.28 080686507123
  20286 Old Crow Traveler  80 750 12 $6.30 $75.60 080686507437
  21075 Prichard’s Double Barreled  90 750 6 $46.79 $280.74 812164000303
  21210 Rebel Reserve  90 750 6 $20.01 $120.06 088352125473
  77121 Rebel Reserve Cherry  70 750 6 $20.01 $120.06 088352127606
  77122 Rebel Reserve Honey  70 750 6 $20.01 $120.06 088352127613
  21206 Rebel Yell  80 750 12 $12.00 $144.00 088352117942
  27544 Red Stag by Jim Beam Black Cherry  80 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 080686001027
  27551 Red Stag by Jim Beam Black Cherry  80 1750 6 $33.87 $203.22 080686001072
  27582 Red Stag by Jim Beam Spiced  80 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 080686001591
  27406 Red Stag Hardcore Cider New 80 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 080686006121
  27404 Red Stag Hardcore Cider Mini New 80 500 12 $7.05 $84.60 080686006145
  21236 Ridgemont Reserve 1792  93 750 6 $24.18 $145.08 088100000021
  22175 Russell’s Reserve 10 YR  90 750 6 $26.23 $157.38 721059957502
  21594 Ten High  80 375 24 $4.44 $106.56 080660203133
  21596 Ten High  80 750 12 $6.15 $73.80 080660203058
  21597 Ten High  80 1000 12 $7.41 $88.92 080660203034
  21598 Ten High  80 1750 6 $13.86 $83.16 080660203010
  21595 Ten High Traveler  80 750 12 $6.15 $73.80 082928473852
  22156 Wild Turkey 101  101 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 721059897501
  22157 Wild Turkey 101  101 1000 12 $23.24 $278.88 721059891004
  22158 Wild Turkey 101  101 1750 6 $37.49 $224.94 721059891752
  22151 Wild Turkey 101 Mini  101 500 12 $13.36 $160.32 721059895002
  22155 Wild Turkey 101 Round  101 375 12 $8.99 $107.88 721059893763
  22121 Wild Turkey 81  81 750 12 $16.25 $195.00 721059847506
  77776 Wild Turkey American Honey  71 750 12 $15.75 $189.00 721059817509
  77774 Wild Turkey American Honey  71 1000 12 $20.73 $248.76 721059811002
  22216 Woodford Reserve  90 750 6 $30.75 $184.50 081128001506
 SINGLE BARREL BOURBON WHISKIES  
  17766 Eagle Rare  90 750 6 $23.10 $138.60 088004021344
  18120 Evan Williams Single Barrel Vintage  86 750 6 $21.38 $128.28 096749750016
  19235 Knob Creek Single Barrel Reserve  120 750 6 $37.01 $222.06 080686016045
 TENNESSEE WHISKIES  
  26586 Gentleman Jack  80 750 12 $28.43 $341.16 082184038727
  26589 Gentleman Jack  80 1750 6 $50.49 $302.94 082184038741
  26656 George Dickel No. 12  90 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 088076006232
  27037 George Dickel Rye  90 750 12 $19.52 $234.24 082000759454
  26822 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black  80 100 48 $2.28 $109.44 082184081839
  26823 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black  80 200 48 $5.91 $283.68 082184090527
  26826 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black  80 750 12 $21.05 $252.60 082184090466
  26827 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black  80 1000 12 $26.12 $313.44 082184090442
  26828 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black  80 1750 6 $41.55 $249.30 082184090428
  26820 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black Flat  80 375 24 $9.81 $235.44 082184090503
  26821 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black Mini  80 500 12 $12.95 $155.40 082184090541
  26824 Jack Daniel’s Old #7 Black Square  80 375 24 $9.81 $235.44 082184090510
  26906 Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel  94 750 6 $39.89 $239.34 082184087008
  86669 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 375 24 $9.81 $235.44 082184000342
  86670 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 750 12 $21.05 $252.60 082184000335
  86672 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 1000 12 $26.12 $313.44 082184000328
  86673 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 1750 6 $41.55 $249.30 082184000618
  86668 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey Mini  70 500 12 $12.95 $155.40 082184200353
 BOTTLED IN BOND BOURBON  
  16416 Old Grand-dad 100 PRF  100 750 12 $14.95 $179.40 080686408406
 STRAIGHT RYE WHISKIES  
  27078 Breakout  86 750 6 $30.00 $180.00 853452003002
  27025 Bulleit 95  90 750 12 $24.00 $288.00 082000752967
  27027 Cody Road Rye  80 750 6 $28.76 $172.56 022099147794
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  27056 Jim Beam  80 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 080686010401
  27048 Knob Creek Rye  100 750 6 $37.01 $222.06 080686016083
  27028 Prichard’s Rye  86 750 6 $37.43 $224.58 812164001003
  27126 Russell’s Reserve 6YR  90 750 6 $29.99 $179.94 721059967501
  27100 Sazerac 6 YR New 90 750 6 $25.40 $152.40 088004139940
  27102 Templeton  80 750 6 $27.14 $162.84 720815920231
IMPORTED WHISKIES  
 CANADIAN WHISKIES  
  11773 Black Velvet  80 200 48 $2.34 $112.32 088100134580
  11774 Black Velvet  80 375 24 $4.60 $110.40 088100134573
  11776 Black Velvet  80 750 12 $7.84 $94.08 088100134559
  11777 Black Velvet  80 1000 12 $9.94 $119.28 088100134535
  10553 Black Velvet Cinnamon Rush  70 750 12 $10.13 $121.56 088100991091
  10552 Black Velvet Cinnamon Rush Mini  70 600 10 $7.44 $74.40 888100991084
  11771 Black Velvet Mini  80 600 10 $7.44 $74.40 088100134597
  11788 Black Velvet PET  80 1750 6 $15.67 $94.02 088100134511
  11586 Black Velvet Reserve  80 750 12 $10.12 $121.44 088100134658
  11588 Black Velvet Reserve  80 1750 6 $19.48 $116.88 088100134634
  10550 Black Velvet Toasted Caramel  80 750 12 $10.13 $121.56 088100134856
  10549 Black Velvet Toasted Caramel Mini  70 600 10 $7.44 $74.40 088100134894
  11786 Black Velvet Traveler  80 750 12 $7.84 $94.08 088100134757
  10624 Canadian Club  80 375 24 $6.42 $154.08 080686821601
  10626 Canadian Club  80 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 080686821052
  10627 Canadian Club  80 1000 12 $14.56 $174.72 080686821021
  10628 Canadian Club  80 1750 6 $23.62 $141.72 080686821120
  10625 Canadian Club  PET  80 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 080686821434
  64593 Canadian Club Dock 57 Blackberry  80 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686818038
  10632 Canadian Club Reserve Triple Aged  80 750 12 $14.96 $179.52 080686824046
  10846 Canadian Club Small Batch Classic  80 750 12 $19.68  $236.16  080686817430
  12404 Canadian Ltd  80 375 24 $3.07 $73.68 082928223365
  12406 Canadian Ltd  80 750 12 $6.51 $78.12 082928223341
  12407 Canadian Ltd  80 1000 12 $8.25 $99.00 082928399749
  12408 Canadian Ltd  80 1750 6 $13.71 $82.26 082928223310
  11936 Canadian Ltd Convenience Pack  80 750 12 $6.51 $78.12 082928223402
  12464 Canadian Mist  80 375 24 $4.35 $104.40 081128023256
  12466 Canadian Mist  80 750 12 $8.15 $97.80 081128023164
  12467 Canadian Mist  80 1000 12 $10.07 $120.84 081128023119
  12476 Canadian Mist PET  80 750 12 $8.15 $97.80 081128023188
  12478 Canadian Mist PET  80 1750 6 $15.75 $94.50 081128023003
  13036 Canadian Reserve  80 750 12 $6.39 $76.68 088352126364
  13037 Canadian Reserve  80 1000 12 $7.97 $95.64 088352126371
  13038 Canadian Reserve  80 1750 6 $13.50 $81.00 088352126388
  12668 Canadian Woods  80 1750 6 $12.91 $77.46 085592200212
  11293 Crown Royal  80 200 48 $7.07 $339.36 087000007277
  11294 Crown Royal  80 375 24 $11.48 $275.52 087000007604
  11296 Crown Royal  80 750 12 $22.13 $265.56 087000007253
  11297 Crown Royal  80 1000 12 $27.37 $328.44 087000007246
  11298 Crown Royal  80 1750 6 $47.24 $283.44 087000700604
  10834 Crown Royal Black  90 375 24 $12.38 $297.12 082000750420
  10836 Crown Royal Black  90 750 12 $25.49 $305.88 082000750437
  10838 Crown Royal Black  90 1750 6 $50.69 $304.14 082000750451
  10819 Crown Royal Maple  80 1000 12 $27.38 $328.56 082000759911
  10818 Crown Royal Maple Finished  80 750 12 $22.13 $265.56 082000759898
  10815 Crown Royal Maple Finished Mini  80 300 10 $10.35 $103.50 082000759843
  11290 Crown Royal Mini  80 300 10 $10.35 $103.50 087000701045
 CANADIAN WHISKIES  
  11366 Crown Royal Special Reserve  80 750 12 $36.74 $440.88 087000201330
  11285 Crown Royal XR  80 750 6 $98.24 $589.44 082000734338
  10890 Forty Creek  80 750 12 $18.05 $216.60 891156001047
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  13636 Lord Calvert  80 750 12 $7.87 $94.44 080686170402
  13638 Lord Calvert  80 1750 6 $14.95 $89.70 080686170129
  13928 Mcmaster’s  80 1750 6 $13.42 $80.52 088100402719
  13388 Northern Light  80 1750 6 $13.08 $78.48 080660391014
  14192 Pendleton  80 750 12 $19.65 $235.80 084104115914
  14199 Pendleton  80 1750 6 $36.12 $216.72 084104115921
  14208 Pendleton 1910  80 750 6 $30.00 $180.00 084104118915
  14472 Revel Stoke  80 750 12 $12.75 $153.00 087116036598
  14470 Revel Stoke Mini  80 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116036635
  12888 Rich & Rare  80 1750 6 $13.47 $80.82 088004000332
  12856 Rich & Rare Reserve  80 750 6 $9.75 $58.50 088004008581
  11346 Seagram’s V.O  80 750 12 $11.25 $135.00 087000007376
  11347 Seagram’s V.O  80 1000 12 $14.63 $175.56 087000007369
  11348 Seagram’s V.O.  PET  80 1750 6 $23.99 $143.94 087000700758
  66790 Sinfire  70 750 12 $10.76 $129.12 084104101818
  66824 Spicebox Canadian Cinnamon  80 750 12 $12.74 $152.88 057496005033
  66823 Spicebox Canadian Spiced  80 750 12 $12.74 $152.88 057496003787
  11390 Tap 357  70 750 6 $22.44 $134.64 057496004494
  15256 Windsor Black Cherry  70 750 12 $7.08 $84.96 080686500087
  15244 Windsor Canadian  80 375 24 $4.35 $104.40 080686500605
  15246 Windsor Canadian  80 750 12 $6.30 $75.60 080686500407
  15247 Windsor Canadian  80 1000 12 $10.22 $122.64 080686500209
  15248 Windsor Canadian PET  80 1750 6 $13.38 $80.28 080686500124
  15296 Windsor Canadian Traveler  80 750 12 $6.30 $75.60 080686500438
  15266 Windsor Spiced  70 750 12 $7.08 $84.96 080686500131
 SCOTCH WHISKIES  
  4616 Buchanan Special Reserve 18YR  80 750 6 $58.61 $351.66 088110955342
  4626 Buchanan’s 12 YR Deluxe  80 750 12 $31.50 $378.00 088110955328
  4716 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 750 12 $27.74 $332.88 804324003958
  4717 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 1000 12 $37.49 $449.88 080432400432
  4718 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 1750 6 $53.99 $323.94 080432400463
  4723 Chivas Regal 18 YR  80 750 6 $52.49 $314.94 080432400487
  6996 Clan Macgregor  80 750 12 $9.12 $109.44 083664120772
  6997 Clan Macgregor  80 1000 12 $9.99 $119.88 083664120420
  6998 Clan Macgregor  80 1750 6 $16.88 $101.28 083664120260
  4796 Cutty Sark  80 750 12 $17.85 $214.20 721059057509
  4797 Cutty Sark  80 1000 12 $22.76 $273.12 721059051002
  4798 Cutty Sark  80 1750 6 $35.85 $215.10 721059051750
  4864 Dewar”s White Label  80 375 24 $10.01 $240.24 080480230036
  4876 Dewar’s 12 YR  80 750 12 $29.25 $351.00 080480231026
  64888 Dewars Highlander Honey  80 750 12 $22.40 $268.80 080480003944
  4866 Dewar’s White Label  80 750 12 $20.59 $247.08 080480230029
  4867 Dewar’s White Label  80 1000 12 $25.31 $303.72 080480230012
  4868 Dewar’s White Label  80 1750 6 $39.99 $239.94 080480230005
  4936 Famous Grouse  80 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 087236400033
  5106 Grant’s Blended  80 750 12 $15.75 $189.00 083664101399
  8208 House Of Stuart  80 1750 6 $15.78 $94.68 080660358512
  5290 J & B Rare  80 750 12 $18.38 $220.56 088110985042
  5289 J & B Rare  80 1000 12 $22.47 $269.64 088110985028
  5288 J & B Rare  80 1750 6 $33.74 $202.44 088110985004
  5326 Johnnie Walker Black  80 750 12 $30.75 $369.00 088110011307
  5327 Johnnie Walker Black  80 1000 12 $40.87 $490.44 088110011406
  5329 Johnnie Walker Blue  80 750 6 $195.00 $1,170.00 088110070052
  5350 Johnnie Walker Green  80 750 12 $56.25 $675.00 088076162624
  5319 Johnnie Walker Platinum  80 750 6 $89.99 $539.94 088076178212
  5345 Johnnie Walker Red  80 375 24 $12.00 $288.00 088110021191
  5346 Johnnie Walker Red  80 750 12 $20.99 $251.88 088110021306
  5347 Johnnie Walker Red  80 1000 12 $25.87 $310.44 088110021405
  5349 Johnnie Walker Red  80 1750 6 $40.87 $245.22 088076163164
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  19400 Label 5  80 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 084279986982
  8824 Lauder’s  80 375 24 $4.81 $115.44 080660365077
  8826 Lauder’s  80 750 12 $7.69 $92.28 080660365053
  8827 Lauder’s  80 1000 12 $9.21 $110.52 080660365039
  8828 Lauder’s  80 1750 6 $16.76 $100.56 080660365015
  8825 Lauder’s Traveler  80 750 12 $7.69 $92.28 082928251757
  9078 Mc Gregor’s  80 1750 6 $15.80 $94.80 089552913051
  9278 Old Smuggler PET  80 1750 6 $17.76 $106.56 088320004007
  9426 Passport  80 750 12 $10.49 $125.88 080432401767
  9428 Passport  80 1750 6 $20.99 $125.94 080432401781
  10006 Scoresby Rare  80 750 12 $8.24 $98.88 088076200982
  10009 Scoresby Rare  80 1000 12 $9.95 $119.40 088076200999
  10008 Scoresby Rare  80 1750 6 $15.74 $94.44 088076201002
  6196 Talisker Storm  92 750 6 $51.74 $310.44 088076179028
  10278 Usher’s Green Stripe  PET  80 1750 6 $14.99 $89.94 088076201200
 SINGLE MALT SCOTCH  
  4084 Aberlour 12 YR  86 750 6 $37.49 $224.94 081753814052
  4096 Ardbeg 10 YR Islay  92 750 6 $37.45 $224.70 083300072106
  4090 Ardbeg Corryvreckan  114 750 6 $63.75 $382.50 081753816247
  4111 Ardbeg Uigeadail  109 750 6 $56.25 $337.50 083300072045
  4356 Balvenie 12 YR Doublewood  86 750 12 $50.39 $604.68 083664112210
  4367 Balvenie 14 YR Caribbean Cask  86 750 6 $54.38 $326.28 083664871681
  4376 Balvenie 15 YR Single Barrel  100 750 12 $64.79 $777.48 083664112234
  4636 Bowmore 12 YR  86 750 6 $37.36 $224.16 850483000055
  27476 Cedar Ridge  80 750 6 $37.50 $225.00 859824001317
  4846 Dalwhinnie 15 YR  86 750 12 $49.50 $594.00 088110100056
  5006 Glenfiddich  86 750 12 $33.59 $403.08 083664107360
  5014 Glenfiddich 15 YR Solera Reserve  80 750 12 $47.99 $575.88 083664990405
  5012 Glenfiddich 18 YR Ancient Reserve  86 750 12 $66.41 $796.92 083664990412
  5036 Glenlivet 12 YR  80 750 12 $33.11 $397.32 080432400630
  5037 Glenlivet 12 YR  80 1000 12 $40.49 $485.88 080432400708
  5061 Glenlivet 15 YR French Oak  80 750 6 $41.24 $247.44 080432100783
  5086 Glenlivet 16 YR Nadurra  112 750 6 $52.49 $314.94 080432103159
  5040 Glenlivet 18 YR  86 750 6 $67.49 $404.94 080432400661
  5133 Glenmorangie 10 YR  86 750 6 $32.24 $193.44 081753810818
  5103 Glenmorangie Lasanta  92 750 6 $41.25 $247.50 081753810863
  5104 Glenmorangie Nectar D’or  92 750 6 $48.72 $292.32 081753810887
  5105 Glenmorangie Quinta Ruban  92 750 6 $41.25 $247.50 081753810870
  5246 Highland Park 12 YR  86 750 6 $37.48 $224.88 087236400095
  5286 Isle of Jura  43 750 6 $37.49 $224.94 087647081425
  5280 Isle of Jura Superstition  43 750 6 $43.47 $260.82 087647111207
  5430 Lagavulin 16 YR  86 750 12 $71.99 $863.88 088110140052
  5446 Laphroaig 10 YR  86 750 12 $39.36 $472.32 080686813019
  5492 Macallan 10 YR Fine Oak  86 750 12 $33.73 $404.76 087236100452
  5486 Macallan 12 YR  86 750 12 $42.74 $512.88 087236100001
  5516 Macallan 18 YR  86 750 12 $149.92 $1,799.04 087236107000
  5596 McClelland Highland  80 750 12 $19.51 $234.12 897080000019
  5606 McClelland Islay  80 750 12 $19.51 $234.12 859141004015
  5620 McClelland Speyside  80 750 12 $19.51 $234.12 859141004039
  5696 Oban  86 750 12 $58.50 $702.00 088110160050
 IRISH WHISKIES  
  15739 2 Gingers  80 750 12 $18.11 $217.32 857566003019
  15737 2 Gingers Mini  80 4800 1 $68.21 $68.21 857566003033
  15776 Bushmills  80 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 088076168985
  15777 Bushmills  80 1000 12 $24.37 $292.44 088076168992
  15526 Bushmills Black Bush  80 750 12 $31.34 $376.08 088076169029
  64581 Bushmills Irish Honey  70 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 088076177888
  15572 Concannon  80 750 6 $15.00 $90.00 081908000170
  15617 Irishman Original Clan  40 750 6 $25.01 $150.06 086785581026
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  15644 Jameson  80 375 24 $10.11 $242.64 080432500149
  15626 Jameson  80 750 12 $21.74  $260.88  80432500170
  15627 Jameson  80 1000 12 $26.99 $323.88 080432500118
  15628 Jameson  80 1750 6 $39.74 $238.44 080432500187
  15656 Jameson 12 YR  80 750 12 $37.49 $449.88 080432501177
  15660 Jameson Gold  80 750 6 $56.24 $337.44 080432104439
  15677 Powers  80 1000 12 $23.99 $287.88 080432530115
  15856 Redbreast 12YR  80 750 6 $44.99 $269.94 080432586174
  15940 Tullamore Dew  80 750 12 $20.39 $244.68 721059487504
TEQUILA  
 TEQUILA  
  89230 1800 Anejo  80 750 6 $29.24 $175.44 811538010030
  64933 1800 Coconut  70 750 12 $21.75 $261.00 811538010375
  89206 1800 Reposado  80 750 12 $21.74 $260.88 811538010238
  87509 1800 Silver  80 375 12 $12.74 $152.88 811538010122
  87510 1800 Silver  80 750 12 $21.74 $260.88 811538010139
  89079 Azul Reposado  80 750 12 $16.38 $196.56 811538014519
  87250 Cabo Wabo Blanco  80 750 6 $27.25 $163.50 720815910737
  89139 Cabo Wabo Reposado  80 750 6 $31.14 $186.84 720815910133
  87256 Cabrito Blanco  80 750 12 $16.49 $197.88 749787500401
  89150 Cabrito Reposado  80 750 12 $16.49 $197.88 749787500029
  89099 Cazadores Anejo  80 750 6 $35.22 $211.32 080480172527
  89121 Cazadores Reposado  80 750 12 $28.01 $336.12 080480170028
  89242 Corralejo Reposado  80 750 6 $22.50 $135.00 720815930131
  89164 Don Julio 1942  80 750 6 $91.74 $550.44 674545000322
  89175 Don Julio Anejo  80 750 6 $48.00 $288.00 674545000063
  87485 Don Julio Blanco  80 750 6 $39.00 $234.00 674545000001
  89154 Don Julio Reposado  80 750 6 $42.75 $256.50 674545000414
  89274 El Jimador Anejo  80 750 6 $19.34 $116.04 744607063203
  87586 El Jimador Blanco  80 750 12 $16.73 $200.76 744607068208
  89278 El Jimador Reposado  80 750 12 $16.73 $200.76 744607069205
  89178 El Mayor Anejo  80 750 6 $22.50 $135.00 088352124797
  87596 El Mayor Blanco  80 750 6 $15.00 $90.00 088352124810
  89182 El Mayor Reposado  80 750 6 $18.75 $112.50 088352124803
  89482 El Zarco Gold  80 750 12 $11.50 $138.00 811538010061
  87632 El Zarco Silver  80 750 12 $11.50 $138.00 811538010023
  89533 Familia Camarena Reposado  80 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 085000017326
  87643 Familia Camarena Silver  80 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 085000016824
  3657 Herradura Gold Reposado 6 Pack  80 750 6 $35.36 $212.16 744607111324
  88540 Hornitos Lime Shot  70 750 12 $19.68 $236.16 080686835486
  89212 Jose Cuervo Black Medallion  80 750 12 $18.74 $224.88 083960725787
  64615 Jose Cuervo Cinge New 70 750 12 $15.87 $190.44 811538010733
  89193 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 200 48 $4.49 $215.52 811538010924
  89196 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 750 12 $15.73 $188.76 811538010832
  89197 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 1000 12 $18.74 $224.88 811538010801
  89198 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 1750 6 $30.37 $182.22 082000192985
  89194 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado Flask  80 375 24 $8.25 $198.00 811538010887
  89191 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado Mini  80 500 12 $17.25 $207.00 811538011518
  89199 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado Square  80 375 12 $8.25 $99.00 811538010894
  87403 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 375 24 $8.25 $198.00 811538010870
  87408 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 750 12 $15.73 $188.76 811538010856
  87409 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 1000 12 $18.74 $224.88 811538010825
  87410 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 1750 6 $30.37 $182.22 811538010771
  89215 Jose Cuervo Tradicional Reposado  80 750 12 $22.35 $268.20 811538011372
  89386 Juarez Gold  80 750 12 $9.63 $115.56 088352100289
  89387 Juarez Gold  80 1000 12 $10.00 $120.00 088352100272
  89388 Juarez Gold  80 1750 6 $19.50 $117.00 088352100265
  87936 Juarez Silver  80 750 12 $9.63 $115.56 088352100234
  87937 Juarez Silver  80 1000 12 $10.00 $120.00 088352100227
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  87938 Juarez Silver  80 1750 6 $19.50 $117.00 088352100210
  89490 Kah Reposado  110 750 6 $44.01 $264.06 081240750269
  89447 La Prima Gold  80 1000 12 $10.04 $120.48 086816520338
  89448 La Prima Gold  80 1750 6 $18.50 $111.00 086816637524
  87997 La Prima White  80 1000 12 $10.04 $120.48 086816520130
  89496 Margaritaville Gold  80 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 088352123066
  88036 Margaritaville Silver  80 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 086024007843
  88116 Milagro Silver  80 750 6 $23.54 $141.24 083664868919
  89566 Monte Alban Mezcal  80 750 12 $19.89 $238.68 080660577258
  89568 Monte Alban Reposado  80 750 12 $14.82 $177.84 089000577279
  89577 Montezuma Gold  80 1000 12 $10.53 $126.36 080660575834
  88147 Montezuma White  80 1000 12 $10.53 $126.36 080660576534
  88186 Olmeca Altos Plata  80 750 6 $18.74 $112.44 080432106846
  89646 Patron Anejo  80 750 12 $46.50 $558.00 721733500017
  89626 Patron Reposado  80 750 12 $42.00 $504.00 721733000159
  88290 Patron Silver  80 200 12 $12.75 $153.00 721733501106
  88294 Patron Silver  80 375 12 $21.00 $252.00 721733500949
  88296 Patron Silver  80 750 12 $40.50 $486.00 721733500024
  88298 Patron Silver  80 1750 3 $87.00 $261.00 721733000883
  88291 Patron Silver Mini  80 300 10 $30.45 $304.50 721733000234
  88556 Sauza Blanco Silver  80 750 12 $13.40 $160.80 080686832010
  89802 Sauza Blue Reposado  80 750 12 $15.75 $189.00 080686839019
  88536 Sauza Blue Silver  80 750 12 $15.75 $189.00 080686839033
  89617 Sauza Cien Anos Reposado  80 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 080686833505
  89796 Sauza Conmemorativo  80 750 12 $21.25 $255.00 080686834021
  89786 Sauza Gold  80 750 12 $13.40 $160.80 080686831013
  89787 Sauza Gold  80 1000 12 $17.32 $207.84 080686831020
  89788 Sauza Gold  80 1750 6 $27.55 $165.30 080686831129
  89836 Sauza Hornitos Gold  80 750 12 $19.68 $236.16 080686835028
  89837 Sauza Hornitos Gold  80 1000 12 $23.61 $283.32 080686835011
  88548 Sauza Hornitos Plata  80 750 12 $19.68 $236.16 080686835325
  88630 Tarantula Plata  100 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 085592146558
  89875 Tarantula Reposado  100 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 085592146459
  89029 Tequila Avion Anejo  80 750 6 $43.49 $260.94 736040519300
  89030 Tequila Avion Reposado  80 750 6 $39.74 $238.44 736040519324
  87150 Tequila Avion Silver  80 750 6 $37.49 $224.94 736040519348
  89887 Torada Gold  80 1000 12 $9.95 $119.40 088004100834
  89916 Tortilla Gold  80 750 12 $9.40 $112.80 088004015053
  88766 Tortilla White  80 750 12 $9.52 $114.24 088004015114
  88767 Tortilla White  80 1000 12 $10.73 $128.76 088004015107
  88768 Tortilla White  80 1750 6 $19.24 $115.44 088004015091
  89846 Tres Generaciones Anejo  80 750 6 $31.50 $189.00 080686836025
  89946 Two Fingers Gold  80 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 089540135328
VODKA  
 VODKA 80 PROOF  
  38169 360  80 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592133756
  71731 American Harvest Organic Spirit  80 750 6 $19.56 $117.36 083089480000
  35316 Barton  80 750 12 $5.05 $60.60 080660472652
  35317 Barton  80 1000 12 $5.95 $71.40 080660472638
  35318 Barton  80 1750 6 $10.38 $62.28 080660472614
  35315 Barton PET  80 750 12 $5.05 $60.60 082928114151
  36161 Blue Water  80 1000 12 $17.63 $211.56 859824001546
  35416 Burnett’s  80 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749002047
  35418 Burnett’s  80 1750 6 $14.69 $88.14 096749200313
  35586 Clearheart  80 750 6 $18.45 $110.70 859824001003
  35913 Five O’Clock  80 200 48 $1.69 $81.12 084848500502
  35914 Five O’Clock  80 375 24 $2.89 $69.36 084848500908
  35916 Five O’Clock  80 750 12 $5.06 $60.72 084848500304
  35926 Five O’Clock  80 750 12 $5.06 $60.72 084848500403
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  35917 Five O’Clock  80 1000 12 $6.25 $75.00 084848500205
  35918 Five O’Clock  80 1750 6 $10.79 $64.74 084848500106
  35944 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 375 24 $2.60 $62.40 082928214363
  35946 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 750 12 $5.25 $63.00 082928214349
  35947 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 1000 12 $6.00 $72.00 082928214332
  35948 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 1750 6 $10.77 $64.62 082928214318
  36006 Fuzzy’s Ultra Premium  80 750 6 $22.75 $136.50 850183002007
  36186 Gordon’s  80 750 12 $7.89 $94.68 088600000125
  36188 Gordon’s  PET  80 1750 6 $14.52 $87.12 088600000101
  36383 Hair of the Dawg New 80 1000 12 $15.38 $184.56 859824001539
  36304 Hawkeye  80 375 24 $3.11 $74.64 088352113579
  36306 Hawkeye  80 750 12 $5.01 $60.12 088352109930
  36307 Hawkeye  80 1000 12 $5.94 $71.28 088352109749
  36308 Hawkeye  80 1750 6 $10.76 $64.56 088352109732
  36301 Hawkeye Mini  80 500 12 $5.59 $67.08 088352118147
  36305 Hawkeye Traveler  80 750 12 $5.01 $60.12 088352119397
  36667 Korski  80 1000 12 $6.48 $77.76 086816506134
  36668 Korski  80 1750 6 $10.00 $60.00 086816506127
  36821 Little Black Dress  80 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 081128069735
  36903 McCormick  80 200 48 $1.70 $81.60 085592104572
  36886 McCormick  80 750 12 $4.97 $59.64 085592104541
  36887 McCormick  80 1000 12 $6.20 $74.40 085592104534
  36901 McCormick Mini  80 500 6 $7.00 $42.00 085592104589
  36904 McCormick PET  80 375 24 $2.69 $64.56 085592104565
  36908 McCormick PET  80 1750 6 $11.21 $67.26 085592104510
  36968 New Amsterdam  80 375 24 $5.10 $122.40 085000019481
  36969 New Amsterdam  80 750 12 $10.35 $124.20 085000019498
  36971 New Amsterdam  80 1750 6 $19.98 $119.88 085000019511
  36974 Nikolai  80 375 24 $2.56 $61.44 088004010461
  36976 Nikolai  80 750 12 $5.01 $60.12 088004010447
  36978 Nikolai  80 1750 6 $10.38 $62.28 088004010423
  37146 Opulent  80 750 6 $15.06 $90.36 084279975535
  37217 Paramount  80 1000 12 $6.99 $83.88 086816121337
  37346 Phillips  80 750 12 $5.35 $64.20 087116018129
  37347 Phillips  80 1000 12 $6.44 $77.28 087116048324
  37348 Phillips  80 1750 6 $11.40 $68.40 087116018099
  37356 Phillips Ez Pack  80 750 12 $5.35 $64.20 087116011267
  38088 Platinum 7X  80 1750 6 $14.16 $84.96 088004012724
  37413 Popov  80 200 48 $2.63 $126.24 082000000440
  37414 Popov  80 375 24 $4.50 $108.00 082000000501
  37416 Popov  80 750 12 $6.75 $81.00 082000000426
  37417 Popov  80 1000 12 $8.25 $99.00 082000000419
  37418 Popov  80 1750 6 $12.75 $76.50 082000109693
  37426 Popov Traveler  80 750 12 $6.75 $81.00 082000125945
  34753 Reyka  0 750 6 $18.75 $112.50 083664869213
  37640 River Baron Artisan Spirit  80 750 6 $21.03 $126.18 022099147701
  37642 River Pilot  80 750 6 $19.21 $115.26 022099147732
  37886 Seagram’s  80 750 12 $8.07 $96.84 720815985735
  37888 Seagram’s  80 1750 6 $14.99 $89.94 720815986046
  37934 Skol  80 375 24 $2.60 $62.40 085676101374
  37936 Skol  80 750 12 $5.45 $65.40 085676101756
  37937 Skol  80 1000 12 $6.63 $79.56 085676101107
  37938 Skol  80 1750 6 $10.67 $64.02 085676101176
  37935 Skol Traveler  80 750 12 $5.45 $65.40 085676101763
  37986 Skyy  80 750 12 $15.01 $180.12 721059007504
  37987 Skyy  80 1000 12 $18.53 $222.36 721059010009
  37988 Skyy  80 1750 6 $25.73 $154.38 721059017503
  37993 Smirnoff  80 200 48 $4.13 $198.24 082000000082
  37994 Smirnoff  80 375 24 $7.13 $171.12 082000005612
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  37996 Smirnoff  80 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000000068
  37997 Smirnoff  80 1000 12 $13.87 $166.44 082000000051
  37998 Smirnoff  80 1750 6 $22.12 $132.72 082000105701
  38008 Smirnoff  PET  80 1750 6 $22.12 $132.72 082000727606
  37991 Smirnoff Mini  80 500 12 $11.20 $134.40 082000726371
  38006 Smirnoff Traveler  80 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000009504
  38176 Tito’s Handmade  80 750 12 $14.48 $173.76 619947000020
  38177 Tito’s Handmade  80 1000 12 $17.88 $214.56 619947000013
  38178 Tito’s Handmade  80 1750 6 $27.78 $166.68 619947000037
  37336 UV  80 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014671
  37338 UV PET  80 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 087116014633
 OTHER PROOF VODKA  
  40926 Smirnoff Silver  90 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 082000000167
 100 PROOF VODKA  
  39866 Smirnoff  100 750 12 $13.13 $157.56 082000000105
  39868 Smirnoff  100 1750 6 $23.99 $143.94 082000105749
VODKA  
 LOW PROOF VODKA  
  40118 Dueces Wild  70 1750 6 $10.01 $60.06 085592117213
  40570 Skinnygirl Bare Naked  60 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686110149
 VODKA FLAVORED  
  40648 360 Buttered Popcorn  70 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592146954
  41019 360 Double Chocolate  70 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592138553
  41943 360 Georgia Peach  70 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592142451
  40669 360 Glazed Donut  70 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592147050
  40656 360 Huckleberry  70 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592145957
  40658 360 Red Raspberry  70 750 12 $11.28 $135.36 085592146053
  35527 Bakon  70 750 6 $22.50 $135.00 681622127605
  40351 Burnett’s Blackberry  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.08 096749000258
  41670 Burnett’s Blue Raspberry  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749205110
  41299 Burnett’s Cherry  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749201082
  41927 Burnett’s Fruit Punch  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749201754
  41279 Burnett’s Grape  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749200917
  41840 Burnett’s Limeade  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749201839
  40608 Burnett’s Maple Syrup  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749083749
  41413 Burnett’s Pineapple  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749002092
  41316 Burnett’s Raspberry  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749200375
  40637 Burnett’s Sugar Cookie  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749001828
  40363 Burnett’s Tropical Punch  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.08 096749000180
  41320 Burnett’s Watermelon  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749201037
  41209 Firefly Sweet Tea  70 750 12 $14.01 $168.12 897291000600
  40909 Hawkeye Bacon  70 1000 12 $7.52 $90.24 088352126883
  41500 Hawkeye Blue Raspberry  60 1000 12 $7.52 $90.24 088352121901
  40686 Hawkeye Cherry  60 1000 12 $7.52 $90.24 088352127019
  40687 Hawkeye Grape  60 1000 12 $7.52 $90.24 088352127026
  41116 Jeremiah Weed Peach Sweet Tea  70 750 12 $14.47 $173.64 082000002154
  41076 Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea  70 750 12 $14.47 $173.64 082000002024
  41077 Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea  70 1000 12 $15.75 $189.00 082000002048
  41078 Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea  70 1750 6 $22.46 $134.76 082000002031
  40691 Little Black Dress Black Cherry Vanilla  65 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 081128069759
  40694 Little Black Dress Blueberry Pomegranate  65 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 081128069773
  40697 Little Black Dress Pineapple Honey  65 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 081128069797
  40297 New Amsterdam Citron  70 750 12 $10.35 $124.20 085000021323
  40292 New Amsterdam Citron Mini  70 500 12 $7.31 $87.72 085000005958
  40289 New Amsterdam Coconut  70 750 12 $10.35 $124.20 085000021361
  40285 New Amsterdam Coconut Mini  70 500 12 $7.31 $87.72 085596000054
  40593 New Amsterdam Peach  70 375 24 $5.10 $122.40 085000020395
  40594 New Amsterdam Peach  70 750 12 $10.35 $124.20 085000020333
  40598 New Amsterdam Red Berry  70 375 24 $5.10 $122.40 085000020364
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  40599 New Amsterdam Red Berry  70 750 12 $10.35 $124.20 085000020364
  41707 Phillips Lime  60 1000 12 $8.67 $104.04 087116048430
  40569 Pride of the Wapsi  80 375 12 $13.64 $163.68 022099147787
  40447 Pucker Vodka Watermelon  70 750 12 $11.81 $141.72 080686421023
  40446 Pucker Vodka Watermelon Mini  0 600 10 $8.54 $85.40 080686421016
  41190 Seagram’s Sweet Tea  70 750 12 $8.84 $106.08 720815987135
  40574 Skinnygirl Cucumber  60 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686110125
  40572 Skinnygirl Island Coconut  60 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686110132
  40576 Skinnygirl Tangerine  60 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686110118
  40489 Skinnygirl White Cherry  60 750 12 $15.74 $188.88 080686110224
  40804 Skyy Infusions Citrus  70 750 12 $15.01 $180.12 721059627504
  40442 Skyy Infusions Moscato Grape  70 750 12 $15.02 $180.24 721059000161
  40821 Skyy Infusions Pineapple  70 750 12 $15.01 $180.12 721059697507
  40465 Skyy Infusions Wild Strawberry  70 750 12 $15.02 $180.24 721059000338
  40271 Smirnoff Amaretto New 70 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 082000764618
  40268 Smirnoff Amaretto Mini New 70 500 12 $8.58 $102.96 082000003670
  40986 Smirnoff Blueberry  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000732914
  40976 Smirnoff Cherry  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000731535
  40256 Smirnoff Cinna-Sugar Twist New 60 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 082000764663
  40255 Smirnoff Cinna-Sugar Twist Mini New 60 500 12 $8.58 $102.96 082000003687
  41746 Smirnoff Citrus  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000003915
  41747 Smirnoff Citrus  70 1000 12 $13.87 $166.44 082000003922
  41715 Smirnoff Cranberry  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000001225
  40949 Smirnoff Fluffed Marshmallow  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000757542
  40930 Smirnoff Grape  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000740438
  41719 Smirnoff Green Apple  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000001041
  40497 Smirnoff Iced Cake  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000759577
  40604 Smirnoff Kissed Caramel  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000759614
  41592 Smirnoff Lime  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000732860
  41786 Smirnoff Orange  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000003861
  41787 Smirnoff Orange  70 1000 12 $13.87 $166.44 082000723875
  40939 Smirnoff Passion Fruit  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000739937
  41922 Smirnoff Peach  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000750710
  40917 Smirnoff Pineapple  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000747314
  40997 Smirnoff Pomegranate  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000740384
  41796 Smirnoff Raspberry  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000003960
  41797 Smirnoff Raspberry  70 1000 12 $13.87 $166.44 082000003977
  40475 Smirnoff Root Beer Float  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000761815
  40474 Smirnoff Root Beer Float Mini  60 500 12 $8.57 $102.84 082000761808
  77363 Smirnoff Sorbet Light Lemon  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000761525
  77400 Smirnoff Sorbet Light Lemon Mini  60 500 12 $8.58 $102.96 082000003465
  77375 Smirnoff Sorbet Light Mango Passion Fruit  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000761440
  77405 Smirnoff Sorbet Light Mango Passion Fruit Mini  60 500 12 $8.58 $102.96 082000003441
  77378 Smirnoff Sorbet Light Raspberry Pomegranate  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000761488
  77410 Smirnoff Sorbet Light Raspberry Pomegranate Mini  60 500 12 $8.58 $102.96 082000003458
  40956 Smirnoff Strawberry  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000729341
  40957 Smirnoff Strawberry  70 1000 12 $13.87 $166.44 082000729358
  41806 Smirnoff Vanilla  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000004011
  41807 Smirnoff Vanilla  70 1000 12 $13.87 $166.44 082000004028
  40946 Smirnoff Watermelon  70 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000001171
  40965 Smirnoff Whipped Cream  60 750 12 $12.37 $148.44 082000757511
  40260 Smirnoff Wild Honey New 60 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 082000764700
  40259 Smirnoff Wild Honey Mini New 60 500 12 $8.58 $102.96 082000003694
  41146 Sweet Carolina Sweet Tea  70 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 088004016524
  41601 UV Blue (Raspberry)  60 375 12 $5.18 $62.16 087116014541
  41693 UV Blue (Raspberry)   60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014480
  41694 UV Blue (Raspberry)  60 1000 12 $11.25 $135.00 087116014473
  41692 UV Blue (Raspberry)  60 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 087116014527
  41783 UV Blue (Raspberry) Mini  60 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116014381
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  41688 UV Blue (Raspberry) Traveler  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014589
  41989 UV Cake  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116015395
  42079 UV Cake  60 1000 12 $11.25 $135.00 087116015371
  42009 UV Cake  60 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 087116015357
  42002 UV Cake Mini  60 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116015470
  40394 UV Candy Bar  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116015678
  40390 UV Candy Bar Mini   60 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116015753
  40625 UV Chocolate Cake  60 750 12 $9.75 $117.00 087116015548
  40621 UV Chocolate Cake Mini  60 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116015623
  41653 UV Citruv (citrus)  70 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014848
  41876 UV Coconut  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116015241
  41604 UV Grape  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014770
  41625 UV Grape  60 1750 6 $15.96 $95.76 087116014817
  41696 UV Green (Apple)  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014428
  41698 UV Ivory (Vanilla)  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014503
  41701 UV Orange  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014466
  40403 UV Peach  60 750 12 $9.80 $117.60 087116015821
  40399 UV Peach Mini  60 500 6 $7.41 $44.46 087116015906
  41360 UV Pink (Lemonade)  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014879
  41704 UV Red (Cherry)  60 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 087116014442
  41705 UV Red (Cherry)  60 1000 12 $11.25 $135.00 087116014435
  41681 UV Red (Cherry)  60 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 087116014619
  41857 UV Red (Cherry) Mini  60 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116014399
  40411 UV Salty Watermelon  60 750 12 $9.80 $117.60 087116016354
  40407 UV Salty Watermelon Mini  60 500 6 $7.41 $44.46 087116016439
  40632 UV Whipped  60 750 12 $9.75 $117.00 087116015531
IMPORTED VODKA  
 IMPORTED VODKA  
  34003 Absolut Swedish  80 200 24 $5.99 $143.76 835229000100
  34004 Absolut Swedish  80 375 24 $9.74 $233.76 835229000209
  34006 Absolut Swedish  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229000704
  34007 Absolut Swedish  80 1000 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229000407
  34008 Absolut Swedish  80 1750 6 $29.99 $179.94 835229000605
  34001 Absolut Swedish Mini  80 600 10 $11.88 $118.80 835229000025
  34041 Absolut Vodka 100 Prf  100 750 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229005426
  34155 Belvedere  80 750 6 $25.73 $154.38 087116069688
  34162 Belvedere  80 1000 6 $30.95 $185.70 087116069817
  34158 Belvedere  80 1750 6 $51.74 $310.44 087116069732
  34166 Belvedere Red New 80 750 6 $25.73 $154.38 081753822248
  34244 Chopin  80 750 6 $23.74 $142.44 852935001153
  34237 Chopin  0 1750 3 $45.00 $135.00 852935001177
  36871 Ciroc Luxury  80 750 12 $28.12 $337.44 088076161863
  36870 Ciroc Luxury  80 1000 12 $33.74 $404.88 088076161870
  34164 Ciroc Super Premium  80 200 24 $7.50 $180.00 088076173774
  34197 Ciroc Super Premium  80 375 12 $13.50 $162.00 088076162655
  34122 Crystal Head  80 750 6 $39.00 $234.00 627040411414
  35553 Crystal Head  80 1750 3 $77.99 $233.97 627040411469
  34065 Double Cross  80 750 6 $29.97 $179.82 736040510109
  34188 Effen  80 750 6 $19.68 $118.08 080686938057
  34326 Finlandia  80 750 12 $12.86 $154.32 081128074111
  34709 Firestarter  80 750 6 $18.41 $110.46 840484000105
  34366 Fris Danish  80 750 12 $8.61 $103.32 835229009318
  34368 Fris Danish  80 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 835229009349
  34359 Grey Goose  80 200 12 $7.29 $87.48 080480280048
  34423 Grey Goose  80 375 12 $12.72 $152.64 080480280031
  34433 Grey Goose  80 750 12 $27.74 $332.88 080480280024
  34422 Grey Goose  80 1000 6 $32.66 $195.96 080480280017
  34425 Grey Goose  80 1750 6 $53.13 $318.78 080480280000
  34421 Grey Goose Mini  80 600 10 $30.00 $300.00 080480280178
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  35279 Hammer Sickle  80 750 6 $20.01 $120.06 852622002005
  34456 Ketel One  80 750 12 $20.99 $251.88 085156515417
  34457 Ketel One  80 1000 12 $26.25 $315.00 085156610419
  34458 Ketel One  80 1750 6 $36.00 $216.00 085156803682
  34546 Pearl  80 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352123189
  34547 Pearl  80 1000 6 $13.01 $78.06 088352123165
  34566 Pearl  80 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 088352126654
  34543 Pearl Mini  80 500 12 $7.50 $90.00 088352123127
  34698 Pinnacle  80 375 24 $6.06 $145.44 089708465618
  34579 Pinnacle  80 750 12 $11.03 $132.36 089708465427
  34578 Pinnacle  80 1750 6 $18.12 $108.72 089708465229
  34678 Quadro Russian  80 750 12 $24.60 $295.20 736040017547
  35109 Russian Standard Original  80 750 12 $16.33 $195.96 736040018728
  34690 Sobieski  80 750 12 $9.75 $117.00 089016008224
  35213 Sobieski  80 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 089016008491
  34746 Stolichnaya Russian  80 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664871766
  34747 Stolichnaya Russian  80 1000 12 $25.19 $302.28 083664871759
  34748 Stolichnaya Russian  80 1750 6 $35.21 $211.26 083664871742
  34817 Svedka  80 375 12 $7.14 $85.68 617768113752
  34820 Svedka  80 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768111758
  34821 Svedka  80 1750 6 $22.13 $132.78 617768111178
  35435 Svedka Traveler  80 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768121757
  34856 Tanqueray Sterling  80 750 12 $10.50 $126.00 088110111052
  34935 Three Olives  80 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015196
  34919 Three Olives  80 1750 6 $23.99 $143.94 811538015219
 IMPORTED VODKA - MISC  
  34014 Absolut Apeach  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229001138
  34015 Absolut Apeach  80 1000 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229001145
  33983 Absolut Berri Acai  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229001077
  34190 Absolut Cherrykran  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229002722
  33789 Absolut Cilantro  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229002869
  33788 Absolut Cilantro Mini  80 600 10 $5.94 $59.40 835229002852
  34030 Absolut Citron  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229001305
  34029 Absolut Citron  80 1000 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229001404
  34032 Absolut Citron  80 1750 6 $29.99 $179.94 835229001602
  33994 Absolut Grapevine  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229000865
  33945 Absolut Hibiskus  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229002760
  34116 Absolut Mandrin  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229002302
  34117 Absolut Mandrin  80 1000 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229002401
  35354 Absolut Mango  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229001428
  2912 Absolut Mini Bar  80 250 24 $5.93 $142.32 080432900888
  3342 Absolut Mini Trial Pack  80 250 24 $5.99 $143.76 080432900963
  33966 Absolut Orient Apple  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229000803
  34036 Absolut Pears  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229001336
  34026 Absolut Peppar  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229004306
  34052 Absolut Raspberri  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229008304
  34051 Absolut Raspberri  80 1000 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229008403
  34061 Absolut Ruby Red  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229001237
  34076 Absolut Vanilia  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229006300
  34078 Absolut Vanilia  80 1000 12 $22.49 $269.88 835229006409
  33987 Absolut Wild Tea  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229000766
  34092 Belvedere Pink Grapefruit  80 750 6 $25.73 $154.38 081753817503
  34138 Chambord  75 750 6 $18.77 $112.62 083300000031
  64727 Ciroc Amaretto  80 750 12 $28.13 $337.56 088076178700
  64719 Ciroc Amaretto Mini  80 750 4 $44.93 $179.72 088076178670
  64746 Ciroc Coconut  70 200 24 $7.50 $180.00 088076177796
  64750 Ciroc Coconut  70 750 12 $28.12 $337.44 088076174955
  64722 Ciroc Peach  70 200 24 $7.50 $180.00 088076178403
  64711 Ciroc Peach  70 375 12 $13.50 $162.00 088076177390
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  64716 Ciroc Peach  70 750 12 $28.12 $337.44 088076177406
  64759 Ciroc Red Berry  70 200 24 $7.50 $180.00 088076177802
  64762 Ciroc Red Berry  70 375 12 $13.50 $162.00 088076175044
  64755 Ciroc Red Berry  70 750 12 $28.12 $337.44 088076175051
  64765 Ciroc Red Berry  70 1000 12 $33.74 $404.88 088076175068
  34189 Effen Black Cherry  75 750 6 $19.68 $118.08 080686938125
  34395 Effen Cucumber  75 750 6 $19.68 $118.08 080686938248
  35136 Finlandia Grapefruit  75 750 12 $12.86 $154.32 081128032357
  34318 Finlandia Redberry  75 750 12 $12.86 $154.32 081128044893
  34398 Fris Citrus  70 750 12 $8.61 $103.32 080432109038
  34400 Fris Orange  70 750 12 $8.61 $103.32 080432109069
  35934 Grey Goose Cherry Noir  80 750 6 $27.74 $166.44 080480002831
  34436 Grey Goose L’Orange  80 750 6 $27.74 $166.44 080480281038
  34449 Ketel One Citroen  80 750 12 $20.99 $251.88 085156007509
  35543 Ketel One Oranje  80 750 12 $20.99 $251.88 085156475001
  33802 Kuhl Hippie Hooch Love Punch  70 750 12 $9.84 $118.08 812459010802
  33800 Kuhl Hippie Hooch Love Punch Mini  70 600 5 $8.70 $43.50 812459011465
  33868 Kuhl Mango Lemonade  70 750 12 $9.84 $118.08 812459010802
  33866 Kuhl Mango Lemonade Mini  70 600 5 $8.70 $43.50 812459011489
  66008 Oddka Apple Pie  60 750 12 $11.99 $143.88 080432200223
  66038 Oddka Electricity  60 750 12 $11.99 $143.88 080432200193
  66043 Oddka Salted Caramel Popcorn  60 750 12 $11.99 $143.88 080432200100
  33921 Pearl Apple Pie  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352128092
  33918 Pearl Apple Pie Mini  70 500 12 $7.50 $90.00 088352128061
  35179 Pearl Blueberry  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352125077
  35692 Pearl Caramel  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352126401
  33893 Pearl Cherry  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352128368
  33927 Pearl Chocolate Covered Cherry  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352127972
  33924 Pearl Chocolate Covered Cherry Mini  70 500 12 $7.50 $90.00 088352127941
  35699 Pearl Cucumber  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352125275
  33899 Pearl Grape  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352128429
  35702 Pearl Orange  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352126487
  36034 Pearl Peach  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352127156
  34702 Pearl Pomegranate  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352123844
  35961 Pearl Red Berry  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352127071
  35921 Pearl Wedding Cake  70 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352126975
  35920 Pearl Wedding Cake Mini  70 500 12 $7.50 $90.00 088352126968
  35937 Pinnacle Atomic Hot  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708454605
  35780 Pinnacle Cake  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708458450
  33750 Pinnacle Caramel Apple New 70 750 12 $11.81 $141.72 080686931010
  33749 Pinnacle Caramel Apple Mini New 70 600 4 $8.46 $33.84 080686931030
  35770 Pinnacle Cherry Whipped  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708467803
  35743 Pinnacle Chocolate Whipped  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708460804
  35907 Pinnacle Cookie Dough  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708450805
  35538 Pinnacle County Fair Cotton  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708450706
  35950 Pinnacle Key Lime Whipped  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708450904
  35881 Pinnacle Marshmallow  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708451529
  36015 Pinnacle Peach  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708452502
  33783 Pinnacle Rainbow Sherbet  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 080686929697
  33782 Pinnacle Rainbow Sherbet Mini  70 600 4 $8.52 $34.08 080686929710
  35887 Pinnacle Red Berry  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708466554
  35873 Pinnacle Red Liquorice  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708467100
  33786 Pinnacle Strawberry Shortcake  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 080686929666
  33785 Pinnacle Strawberry Shortcake Mini  70 600 4 $8.52 $34.08 080686929680
  34630 Pinnacle Strawberry-Kiwi  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708460422
  35505 Pinnacle Tropical Punch  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708460606
  35626 Pinnacle Whipped  70 750 12 $11.82 $141.84 089708460705
  35628 Pinnacle Whipped  70 1750 6 $18.12 $108.72 089708460743
  35456 Sobieski Cytron  70 750 12 $8.55 $102.60 089016008965
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  35798 Sobieski Espresso  70 750 12 $8.55 $102.60 089016012214
  36083 Sobieski Lemon Meringue  70 750 12 $8.55 $102.60 089016013808
  34786 Stolichnaya Blueberi  70 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664871971
  34486 Stolichnaya Chocolat Kokonut  75 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664872756
  35969 Stolichnaya Hot  75 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664872671
  34737 Stolichnaya Ohranj  70 1000 12 $25.19 $302.28 089540436807
  34870 Stolichnaya Razberi (Raspberry)  70 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 089540436715
  34871 Stolichnaya Razberi (Raspberry)  75 1000 12 $25.19 $302.28 083664871810
  34679 Stolichnaya Salted Karamel  75 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664872718
  35973 Stolichnaya Sticki  75 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664872640
  34876 Stolichnaya Strasberri (Strawberry)  75 750 12 $19.19 $230.28 083664872336
  34881 Stolichnaya Vanil  75 1000 12 $25.19 $302.28 083664871919
  35453 Svedka Cherry  75 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768126752
  34839 Svedka Citron  70 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768125755
  34823 Svedka Clementine  70 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768122754
  33822 Svedka Orange Cream Pop  70 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768131756
  33820 Svedka Orange Cream Pop Mini  70 600 10 $12.84 $128.40 617768131053
  34812 Svedka Raspberry  75 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768124758
  33825 Svedka Strawberry Colada  70 600 10 $12.84 $128.40 617768130056
  33827 Svedka Strawberry Colada  70 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768130759
  34815 Svedka Vanilla  75 750 12 $12.38 $148.56 617768123751
  35982 Svekda Colada  80 750 6 $12.38 $74.28 617768128756
  35766 Three Olives “Dude”  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015592
  34886 Three Olives Berry  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015523
  35469 Three Olives Bubble  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015400
  35891 Three Olives Cake  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015653
  34972 Three Olives Cherry  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015479
  34968 Three Olives Chocolate  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015448
  34995 Three Olives Grape  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015349
  35964 Three Olives Loopy  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015035
  35147 Three Olives Mango  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015257
  33791 Three Olives Marilyn Monroe Strawberry  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538016117
  34962 Three Olives Orange  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 089708526425
  35039 Three Olives Pomegranate  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015271
  35637 Three Olives Purple  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015004
  35549 Three Olives Rangtang  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015370
  34959 Three Olives Raspberry  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015158
  36010 Three Olives Smores  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538016049
  33773 Three Olives Tartz  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538010733
  34958 Three Olives Vanilla  70 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015103
  33947 Three Olives Whipped Cream  0 750 12 $16.76 $201.12 811538015820
  35022 Van Gogh Double Expresso  70 750 6 $19.76 $118.56 633824208040
  34849 Van Gogh PB & J  70 750 6 $19.76 $118.56 633824143169
DRY GINS - SLOE GINS  
 AMERICAN DRY GINS  
  29287 Barton  80 1000 12 $5.88 $70.56 080660411330
  29288 Barton  80 1750 6 $10.38 $62.28 080660411316
  29568 Burnett’s  London Dry  80 1750 6 $15.45 $92.70 096749200306
  29566 Burnett’s London Dry  80 750 12 $8.07 $96.84 096749002016
  29728 Calvert  80 1750 6 $10.23 $61.38 080686043126
  29812 Clearheart  90 750 6 $18.45 $110.70 859824001232
  29993 Five O’Clock  80 200 48 $1.79 $85.92 084848400505
  29994 Five O’Clock  80 375 24 $2.98 $71.52 084848400901
  29996 Five O’Clock  80 750 12 $5.19 $62.28 084848400307
  29997 Five O’Clock  80 1000 12 $6.49 $77.88 084848400208
  29998 Five O’Clock  80 1750 6 $10.99 $65.94 084848400109
  30036 Five O’Clock PET  80 750 12 $5.19 $62.28 084848400406
  30056 Fleischmann’s  80 750 12 $4.98 $59.76 082928210242
  30057 Fleischmann’s  80 1000 12 $6.00 $72.00 082928210235
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  30058 Fleischmann’s  80 1750 6 $14.04 $84.24 082928210211
  30236 Gilbey’s London Dry  80 750 12 $7.08 $84.96 080686122401
  30247 Gilbey’s London Dry  80 1000 12 $9.83 $117.96 080686122210
  30238 Gilbey’s London Dry  80 1750 6 $15.74 $94.44 080686122128
  30316 Gordon’s London Dry  80 750 12 $7.49 $89.88 088600000026
  30317 Gordon’s London Dry  80 1000 12 $10.50 $126.00 088600000019
  30318 Gordon’s London Dry PET  80 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 088600000002
  30526 Hawkeye  80 750 12 $5.13 $61.56 088352110097
  30527 Hawkeye  80 1000 12 $6.00 $72.00 088352109763
  30528 Hawkeye  80 1750 6 $10.76 $64.56 088352109756
  31207 McCormick  80 1000 12 $6.00 $72.00 085592103537
  31208 McCormick PET  80 1750 6 $10.95 $65.70 085592103513
  31472 New Amsterdam  80 200 24 $3.06 $73.44 085000014332
  31474 New Amsterdam  80 375 24 $5.25 $126.00 085000014325
  31475 New Amsterdam  80 750 12 $10.35 $124.20 085000014318
  31473 New Amsterdam  80 1750 6 $19.98 $119.88 085000014301
  31654 Paramount  80 375 24 $2.98 $71.52 086816120194
  31656 Paramount  80 750 12 $5.10 $61.20 086816120149
  31657 Paramount  80 1000 12 $6.44 $77.28 086816120132
  31658 Paramount  80 1750 6 $10.67 $64.02 086816120125
  31666 Paramount Traveler  80 750 12 $5.10 $61.20 086816120248
  31719 Phillips  80 1000 12 $6.57 $78.84 087116048010
  31718 Phillips  80 1750 6 $11.69 $70.14 087116016767
  31990 River Rose  80 750 6 $24.25 $145.50 022099147718
  32232 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 100 48 $1.47 $70.56 080432401200
  32233 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 200 48 $1.46 $70.08 080432401217
  32234 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 375 24 $5.09 $122.16 080432401224
  32236 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 080432401231
  32237 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 1000 12 $11.24 $134.88 080432401255
  32238 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 1750 6 $17.99 $107.94 080432401262
  32231 Seagram’s Extra Dry  Mini  80 500 12 $8.81 $105.72 080432401187
  32235 Seagram’s Extra Dry PET  80 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 080432401248
 FLAVORED GINS  
  33256 Seagram’s Lime Twisted  70 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 080432401606
  33266 Seagram’s Orange Twisted  70 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 080432404614
  33286 Seagram’s Peach Twisted  70 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 080432107805
  33282 Seagram’s Pineapple Twisted  70 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 080432107485
 AMERICAN SLOE GINS  
  33716 Paramount  50 750 12 $6.00 $72.00 086816102343
  33717 Paramount  50 1000 12 $7.75 $93.00 086816102336
GINS - IMPORTED  
 IMPORTED DRY GINS  
  28086 Beefeater  94 750 12 $16.11 $193.32 089540333496
  28087 Beefeater  94 1000 12 $21.74 $260.88 089540333489
  28088 Beefeater  94 1750 6 $32.99 $197.94 089540333472
  28206 Bombay  86 750 12 $15.39 $184.68 080480300029
  28236 Bombay Sapphire  94 750 12 $20.46 $245.52 080480301026
  28233 Bombay Sapphire  94 1000 12 $26.41 $316.92 080480301019
  28238 Bombay Sapphire  94 1750 6 $39.33 $235.98 080480301002
  28246 Boodles British  London Dry  90 750 12 $16.80 $201.60 811538016001
  28350 Broker’s  94 750 12 $13.88 $166.56 803433000018
  28625 Hendrick’s  88 750 6 $25.99 $155.94 083664990436
  28707 Pearl  80 750 12 $11.79 $141.48 088352127859
  28718 Pinnacle  80 1750 6 $17.31 $103.86 089708469227
  28865 Tanqueray  94 375 24 $10.49 $251.76 088110110642
  28866 Tanqueray  94 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 088110110307
  28867 Tanqueray  94 1000 12 $22.48 $269.76 088110110406
  28868 Tanqueray  94 1750 6 $36.74 $220.44 088110110505
  28886 Tanqueray No. Ten  94 750 12 $24.75 $297.00 088110158606
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  28890 Tanqueray Rangpur  82 750 12 $18.74 $224.88 088076168640
BRANDIES  
 AMERICAN GRAPE BRANDIES  
  52060 Bella Grappa  80 375 12 $13.34 $160.08 616641412753
  52216 Cedar Ridge Brandy  80 750 6 $28.13 $168.78 859824001324
  53652 Cedar Ridge Grappa  81 375 12 $15.38 $184.56 859824001584
  52312 Christian Bros  80 200 24 $2.94 $70.56 086036815702
  52314 Christian Bros  80 375 24 $4.85 $116.40 086036815672
  52316 Christian Bros  80 750 12 $8.88 $106.56 086036815597
  52318 Christian Bros  80 1750 6 $17.74 $106.44 086036815474
  52319 Christian Bros Round  80 1000 12 $10.67 $128.04 086036825558
  52317 Christian Bros Square  80 1000 12 $10.66 $127.92 086036815559
  52146 Christian Bros Traveler  80 750 12 $8.88 $106.56 086036707045
  52186 Christian Bros VSOP Grand Reserve  80 750 12 $10.38 $124.56 086036710946
  52593 E & J VS  80 200 24 $2.78 $66.72 085000004210
  52594 E & J VS  80 375 24 $4.50 $108.00 085000004265
  52596 E & J VS  80 750 12 $8.63 $103.56 085000004135
  52598 E & J VS  80 1750 6 $17.21 $103.26 085000004159
  52591 E & J VS Mini  80 500 12 $8.88 $106.56 085000003404
  52599 E & J VS Round  80 1000 12 $10.41 $124.92 085000004296
  52597 E & J VS Square  80 1000 12 $10.41 $124.92 085000004180
  52595 E & J VS Traveler  80 750 12 $8.63 $103.56 085000011126
  52580 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve  80 200 24 $3.08 $73.92 085000003794
  52581 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve  80 375 24 $4.88 $117.12 085000003831
  52582 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve  80 750 12 $10.50 $126.00 085000003817
  52579 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve Mini  80 500 12 $8.88 $106.56 085000003862
  52563 E & J XO Brandy  80 750 12 $12.00 $144.00 085000009154
  52806 Korbel  80 750 12 $8.55 $102.60 084704000078
  52835 Korbel PET  80 1750 6 $16.99 $101.94 084704000290
  53210 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 100 48 $1.50 $72.00 021296006514
  53213 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 200 24 $2.67 $64.08 021296006033
  53214 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 375 24 $4.57 $109.68 021296006064
  53216 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 021296006019
  53218 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 1750 6 $18.00 $108.00 021296600309
  53211 Paul Masson Grande Amber Mini  80 600 10 $7.92 $79.20 021296600316
  53206 Paul Masson Vsop Grande Amber  80 750 12 $9.90 $118.80 021296006309
  53367 St. Charles  80 1000 12 $8.79 $105.48 080686026204
  53368 St. Charles  80 1750 6 $15.79 $94.74 080686026105
  53920 Two Jay’s Grappa  80 375 12 $12.67 $152.04 736211720443
 APRICOT BRANDIES  
  54056 Arrow  60 750 12 $8.06 $96.72 088352118604
  54057 Arrow  60 1000 12 $9.56 $114.72 088352118291
  54436 Mr. Boston  70 750 12 $6.74 $80.92 089000013104
  54444 Paramount  75 375 12 $5.33 $63.96 086816108390
  54446 Paramount  75 750 12 $8.22 $98.64 086816108345
  54447 Paramount  75 1000 12 $9.80 $117.60 086816108338
  54448 Paramount  75 1750 6 $16.94 $101.64 086816108321
 BLACKBERRY BRANDIES  
  54646 Arrow  60 750 12 $8.06 $96.72 088352119830
  54647 Arrow  60 1000 12 $9.56 $114.72 088352119823
  54706 Dekuyper  70 750 12 $6.30 $75.60 080686315407
  55066 Mr. Boston  70 750 12 $6.74 $80.92 089000013142
  55068 Mr. Boston  70 1750 6 $14.99 $89.94 089000001934
  55084 Paramount  75 375 12 $5.33 $63.96 086816108796
  55086 Paramount  75 750 12 $8.22 $98.64 086816108741
  55087 Paramount  75 1000 12 $9.80 $117.60 086816108734
  55088 Paramount  75 1750 6 $16.94 $101.64 086816108727
  55106 Phillips  70 750 12 $7.14 $85.68 087116017689
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 CHERRY BRANDIES  
  55246 Arrow Wild Cherry  60 750 12 $8.06 $96.72 088352118949
  55504 Paramount  75 375 12 $5.33 $63.96 086816109199
  55506 Paramount  75 750 12 $8.22 $98.64 086816109144
 PEACH BRANDIES  
  56206 Paramount  75 750 12 $8.22 $98.64 086816109748
 MISCELLANEOUS  BRANDIES  
  53629 Cedar Ridge Apple  80 750 6 $28.13 $168.78 859824001331
BRANDIES IMPORTED  
 IMPORTED GRAPE BRANDIES  
  47782 Courvoisier VS  80 100 48 $3.57 $171.36 080686961116
  47790 Courvoisier VS Cognac  80 200 24 $7.14 $171.36 080686961109
  47785 Courvoisier VS Cognac  80 375 12 $12.14 $145.68 080686961086
  47786 Courvoisier VS Cognac  80 750 12 $23.63 $283.56 080686961048
  47776 Courvoisier VSOP Cognac  80 750 12 $30.71 $368.52 080686962045
  48154 Hennessy Black  86 375 12 $17.50 $210.00 081753816971
  48146 Hennessy Black  86 750 12 $33.00 $396.00 081753815554
  48099 Hennessy VS  80 200 24 $7.88 $189.12 088110150525
  48105 Hennessy VS  80 375 12 $14.25 $171.00 088110150624
  48102 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 100 8 $56.61 $452.88 088110150617
  48106 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 750 12 $26.99 $323.88 088110150556
  48108 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 1750 6 $61.50 $369.00 088110150587
  48101 Hennessy VS Cognac Mini  80 600 10 $37.71 $377.10 088110150501
  48164 Hennessy VSOP Privilege  80 750 12 $46.50 $558.00 088110151058
  51506 Presidente (Pedro Domecq)  80 750 12 $11.99 $143.88 082422489335
  49084 Remy Martin 1738 Accord Royal  80 375 12 $19.35 $232.20 087236002831
  49086 Remy Martin 1738 Accord Royal  80 750 6 $39.74 $238.44 302448000860
  66296 Remy Martin V  80 750 6 $31.26 $187.56 087236108014
  49175 Remy Martin VS Cognac  80 375 12 $14.61 $175.32 087236001735
  49176 Remy Martin VS Cognac  80 750 12 $27.74 $332.88 087236001704
  49185 Remy Martin VSOP (Flask)  80 375 12 $15.12 $181.44 087236001216
  49189 Remy Martin VSOP Cognac  80 200 24 $8.13 $195.12 087236001131
  49186 Remy Martin VSOP Cognac  80 750 12 $31.26 $375.12 087236001162
  49156 Remy Martin XO Excellence  80 750 12 $147.14 $1,765.68 087236002336
  50686 St. Remy VSOP Napoleon  80 750 12 $10.50 $126.00 087236992002
  51696 Stock 84  80 750 12 $9.09 $109.08 086024004392
RUM  
 BARBADOS RUM  
  42936 10 Cane  80 750 6 $18.75 $112.50 088076164444
  42666 Mt. Gay Eclipse  80 750 12 $14.25 $171.00 087236950033
  42437 Shellback Silver  80 750 12 $12.00 $144.00 085000020166
  46939 Steel Drum  80 750 6 $9.26 $55.56 854781004043
 JAMAICA RUM  
  42006 Appleton Estate V/X Light  80 750 12 $13.46 $161.52 636191003409
  42166 Myers’s Rum Original Dark  80 750 12 $14.99 $179.88 087000007130
  42167 Myers’s Rum Original Dark  80 1000 12 $18.74 $224.88 087000007123
RUM  
 PUERTO RICO & VIRGIN ISLANDS RUM  
  43156 Bacardi 151 Prf  151 750 12 $18.99 $227.88 080480095406
  43034 Bacardi Gold  80 375 24 $6.47 $155.28 080480025601
  43036 Bacardi Gold  80 750 12 $11.31 $135.72 080480025403
  43037 Bacardi Gold  80 1000 12 $14.14 $169.68 080480025304
  43038 Bacardi Gold  80 1750 6 $22.00 $132.00 080480025205
  43031 Bacardi Gold Mini  80 500 12 $7.11 $85.32 080480026202
  43035 Bacardi Gold PET  80 750 12 $11.31 $135.72 080480025465
  43046 Bacardi Select  80 750 12 $11.31 $135.72 080480055400
  43048 Bacardi Select  80 1750 6 $22.00 $132.00 080480055202
  43123 Bacardi Superior  80 200 48 $3.75 $180.00 080480015701
  43124 Bacardi Superior  80 375 24 $6.47 $155.28 080480015602
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  43126 Bacardi Superior  80 750 12 $11.31 $135.72 080480015404
  43127 Bacardi Superior  80 1000 12 $14.14 $169.68 080480015305
  43128 Bacardi Superior  80 1750 6 $22.00 $132.00 080480015206
  43121 Bacardi Superior  Mini  80 500 12 $7.11 $85.32 080480016210
  43125 Bacardi Superior PET  80 750 12 $11.31 $135.72 080480015459
  44217 Barton Light  80 1000 12 $6.00 $72.00 080660559537
  43280 Caliche  40 750 6 $18.75 $112.50 100823017563
  43386 Castillo Silver  80 750 12 $6.24 $74.88 080480065409
  43387 Castillo Silver  80 1000 12 $7.33 $87.96 080480065300
  43388 Castillo Silver  80 1750 6 $12.49 $74.94 080480065201
  46112 Cedar Ridge Dark  80 750 6 $26.25 $157.50 859824001294
  46113 Clearheart  80 750 6 $16.95 $101.70 859824001249
  44486 Cruzan Dark  80 750 12 $10.23 $122.76 835229004436
  44487 Cruzan Dark  80 1000 12 $12.60 $151.20 835229004443
  44516 Cruzan Light  80 750 12 $10.23 $122.76 835229004481
  43426 Don Q Cristal  80 750 12 $9.74 $116.88 082301750020
  44603 Five O’Clock  80 1000 12 $6.55 $78.60 084848610201
  46351 Hawkeye Light  80 1000 12 $6.51 $78.12 088352122342
  46350 Hawkeye Light  80 1750 6 $11.51 $69.06 088352122335
  45246 Paramount Gold  80 750 12 $5.77 $69.24 086816124147
  45247 Paramount Gold  80 1000 12 $6.51 $78.12 086816124130
  45248 Paramount Gold  80 1750 6 $12.00 $72.00 086816124123
  45245 Paramount Gold Traveler  80 750 12 $5.77 $69.24 086816124048
  45274 Paramount White  80 375 12 $4.25 $51.00 086816124598
  45276 Paramount White  80 750 12 $6.26 $75.12 086816124543
  45277 Paramount White  80 1000 12 $6.89 $82.68 086816124536
  45278 Paramount White  80 1750 6 $11.37 $68.22 086816124529
  45275 Paramount White Traveler  80 750 12 $6.26 $75.12 086816124642
  45419 Phillips White  80 1000 12 $6.68 $80.16 087116011526
  45418 Phillips White  80 1750 6 $12.00 $72.00 087116011519
RUM  
 PUERTO RICO & VIRGIN ISLANDS RUM  
  42777 Ron Zacapa 23 Year  80 750 6 $33.00 $198.00 699013000550
  43848 Ronrico Silver Label (PR)  80 1750 6 $11.02 $66.12 080686141129
 FLAVORED RUM  
  43076 Admiral Nelson Coconut  42 750 12 $8.67 $104.04 096749086436
  43077 Admiral Nelson Coconut  42 1000 12 $10.92 $131.04 096749086429
  43163 Bacardi Arctic Grape  70 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 080480401719
  43209 Bacardi Black Razz  70 750 12 $12.50 $150.00 080480003067
  43263 Bacardi Black Razz  70 1000 12 $15.35 $184.20 080480003050
  43051 Bacardi Dragon Berry  70 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 080480000271
  43050 Bacardi Dragon Berry  70 1000 12 $15.35 $184.20 080480000264
  43134 Bacardi Limon  70 375 12 $7.01 $84.12 080480355609
  43136 Bacardi Limon  70 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 080480355401
  43137 Bacardi Limon  70 1000 12 $15.35 $184.20 080480355302
  43138 Bacardi Limon  70 1750 6 $23.49 $140.94 080480355203
  43116 Bacardi O  70 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 080480400026
  43117 Bacardi O  70 1000 12 $15.35 $184.20 080480400019
  43066 Bacardi Peach Red  70 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 080480402044
  43145 Bacardi Pineapple Fusion  70 750 12 $12.50 $150.00 080480003838
  43197 Bacardi Torched Cherry  70 750 12 $12.49 $149.88 080480000981
  43198 Bacardi Torched Cherry  70 1000 12 $15.35 $184.20 080480000974
  43210 Bacardi Wolf Berry  70 750 12 $12.50 $150.00 080480003135
  44297 Calico Jack Chocolate Coconut  42 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686930013
  44331 Calypso Coconut  70 750 12 $7.76 $93.12 085676564032
  43415 Captain Morgan Lime Bite  70 750 12 $13.12 $157.44 082000750178
  43416 Captain Morgan Lime Bite  70 1000 12 $17.62 $211.44 082000750185
  43410 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Coconut  42 750 12 $11.23 $134.76 087000202214
  43409 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Coconut  42 1000 12 $14.24 $170.88 087000202207
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  43232 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Key Lime  42 750 12 $11.23 $134.76 082000741923
  43287 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Mango  42 750 12 $11.23 $134.76 087000505032
  43219 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Orange  42 750 12 $11.23 $134.76 082000002352
  43226 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Passion Fruit  42 750 12 $11.23 $134.76 087000506947
  43282 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Pineapple  42 750 12 $11.23 $134.76 087000505063
  43237 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Strawberry  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 082000002253
  44350 Cherry Jack  42 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 082844060426
  44410 Coconut Jack  42 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 082844000422
  44419 Cruzan Black Cherry  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686970132
  44476 Cruzan Coconut  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686967712
  44561 Cruzan Key Lime  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686970538
  44499 Cruzan Mango  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 089016007111
  44565 Cruzan Passion Fruit  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686970491
  44456 Cruzan Raspberry  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686967736
  44557 Cruzan Strawberry  42 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686973096
  44520 Cruzan Vanilla  55 750 12 $10.25 $123.00 080686967743
  43457 Don Q Limon  60 750 12 $9.63 $115.56 082301750563
  46430 Holstein  80 750 12 $14.39 $172.68 855061004005
  44667 Lady Bligh Coconut  48 1000 12 $10.50 $126.00 086816516737
  42687 Malibu Black  70 750 12 $12.74 $152.88 089540520100
  42714 Malibu Coconut  42 375 24 $5.99 $143.76 089540449036
  42716 Malibu Coconut  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540448992
  42717 Malibu Coconut  42 1000 12 $14.99 $179.88 089540448978
  42718 Malibu Coconut  42 1750 6 $23.99 $143.94 089540449326
  42712 Malibu Coconut Mini  42 500 12 $7.43 $89.16 089540498683
  42723 Malibu Island Melon  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540510262
  42699 Malibu Mango  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540463087
  42676 Malibu Passion Fruit  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540472393
  42703 Malibu Pineapple  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540463131
  42312 Malibu Red  70 750 12 $14.24 $170.88 089540520117
  42299 Malibu Sundae  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540520537
  42298 Malibu Sundae Mini  42 500 12 $4.95 $59.40 089540520940
  42317 Malibu Sunshine  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540520414
  42214 Malibu Swirl  42 750 12 $11.24 $134.88 089540520544
  45995 Whipped Jack  42 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 082844002105
 SPICED RUM  
  43024 Admiral Nelson  70 375 24 $4.11 $98.64 096749086313
  43026 Admiral Nelson  70 750 12 $8.67 $104.04 096749086252
  43027 Admiral Nelson  70 1000 12 $10.92 $131.04 096749086283
  43028 Admiral Nelson  70 1750 6 $17.32 $103.92 096749086269
  43984 Admiral Nelson Cherry Spiced  60 750 12 $8.67 $104.04 096749086344
  43986 Admiral Nelson Cherry Spiced  60 1750 6 $17.32 $103.92 096749086320
  43980 Admiral Nelson Cherry Spiced Mini  60 500 12 $5.66 $67.92 096749086375
  43073 Admiral Nelson Spiced 101  101 750 12 $11.21 $134.52 096749086535
  43079 Admiral Nelson Spiced 101  101 1750 6 $22.41 $134.46 096749086511
  43022 Admiral Nelson Spiced Mini  70 500 12 $5.66 $67.92 096749086276
  43025 Admiral Nelson Traveler  70 750 12 $8.67 $104.04 096749086245
  43205 Bacardi Oakheart  70 750 12 $11.61 $139.32 080480001520
  44258 Blackheart Premium  93 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 096749011681
  43333 Captain Morgan  70 200 48 $3.02 $144.96 087000002739
  43334 Captain Morgan  70 375 24 $7.50 $180.00 087000002777
  43336 Captain Morgan  70 750 12 $13.12 $157.44 087000002715
  43337 Captain Morgan  70 1000 12 $17.62 $211.44 087000002708
  43338 Captain Morgan  70 1750 6 $26.62 $159.72 087000201156
  43244 Captain Morgan 100 Prf  100 750 12 $14.99 $179.88 082000741985
  43302 Captain Morgan Black  94 750 12 $16.50 $198.00 082000757900
  43331 Captain Morgan Mini  70 500 12 $8.25 $99.00 087000506336
  43285 Captain Morgan PET  70 750 12 $13.12 $157.44 087000001930
  43316 Captain Morgan Private Stock  80 750 12 $17.18 $206.16 087000201781
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  43296 Captain Morgan Silver  70 750 12 $12.74 $152.88 087000003323
  1799 Captain Morgan Spiced Barrel  70 1750 6 $26.62 $159.72 082000759102
  43418 Captain Morgan Tattoo  70 750 12 $13.12 $157.44 087000505179
  74752 Hook’s  70 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 085592147951
  3964 Hook’s Pouch Mini  70 500 6 $11.91 $71.46 085592148385
  46504 Kraken Black  94 750 12 $14.99 $179.88 811538013024
  46506 Kraken Spiced  94 1750 6 $22.23 $133.38 811538013024
  44657 Lady Bligh  72 1000 12 $10.50 $126.00 086816517338
  44658 Lady Bligh  72 1750 6 $15.75 $94.50 086816517321
  43510 Malibu Island Spiced  60 750 12 $12.74 $152.88 089540520896
  43508 Malibu Island Spiced Mini  0 500 12 $4.95 $59.40 089540520872
  77318 Rondiaz  60 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 084279901671
  45884 Sailor Jerry  92 375 24 $7.20 $172.80 083664869121
  45886 Sailor Jerry  92 750 12 $13.61 $163.32 083664864461
  45887 Sailor Jerry  92 1000 12 $16.79 $201.48 083664868377
  45888 Sailor Jerry  92 1750 6 $28.01 $168.06 083664868735
  42444 Shellback  80 750 12 $12.00 $144.00 085000020234
  42984 Trader Vics Private Selection Spiced  70 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 084279971247
COCKTAILS  
 AMERICAN COCKTAILS  
  59154 1800 Ultimate Margarita  19 1750 6 $14.24 $85.44 811538019156
  56828 Bacardi Cocktails Mojito  30 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 080480015114
  56838 Bacardi Cocktails Mojito Light  30 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 080480003296
  57090 Bacardi Cocktails Pina Colada  30 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 100804800010
  57092 Bacardi Cocktails Strawberry Daiquiri  30 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 080480001070
  56870 Bacardi Cocktails Strawberry Daiquiri Light  30 1750 6 $15.00 $90.00 080480003333
  56850 Bacardi Party Drinks Bahama Mama  20 1750 6 $10.47 $62.82 080480806040
  56840 Bacardi Party Drinks Hurricane  25 1750 6 $10.47 $62.82 080480806002
  56846 Bacardi Party Drinks Rum Island Iced Tea  25 1750 6 $10.47 $62.82 080480806026
  56843 Bacardi Party Drinks Zombie  25 1750 6 $10.47 $62.82 080480806156
  56957 Bartenders Hot Sex  25 1000 12 $7.91 $94.92 084380425035
  56958 Bartenders Hot Sex  25 1750 6 $13.96 $83.76 084380425011
  58801 Captain Morgan Long Island Iced Tea  34 1750 6 $16.50 $99.00 082000743507
  57125 Chi-Chi’s Gold Margarita  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000546916
  57120 Chi-Chi’s Long Island Iced Tea  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000548811
  57148 Chi-Chi’s Margarita W/tequila  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000018758
  57129 Chi-Chi’s Mexican Mudslide  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000547814
  57157 Chi-Chi’s Pina Colada W/rum  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000500307
  57176 Chi-Chi’s Skinny Long Island Iced Tea  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000016013
  57174 Chi-Chi’s Skinny Margarita  20 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000015559
  57158 Chi-Chi’s Strawberry Margarita w/Tequila  20 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000019182
  57144 Chi-Chi’s White Russian  25 1750 6 $9.75 $58.50 089000549818
  58488 Club Lime Margarita  19.9 1750 6 $12.75 $76.50 082000764151
  58516 Club Peach Daiquiri Pouch  10 200 24 $1.50 $36.00 082000763963
  58550 Club Strawberry Margarita  19.9 1750 6 $12.75 $76.50 082000764236
  58548 Club Strawberry Margarita Pouch  10 200 24 $1.50 $36.00 082000763970
  59037 Desert Island Long Island Iced Tea Cocktail  75 1000 12 $6.54 $78.48 088004015213
  59231 Ice Box Mudslide  25 1750 6 $10.14 $60.84 088004015947
  58840 Jose Cuervo Authentic Grapefruit Tangerine Margari  19 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000758723
  58872 Jose Cuervo Authentic Light Lime Margarita  19 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000755104
  58885 Jose Cuervo Authentic Light Wild Berry Margarita  20 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000757825
  58836 Jose Cuervo Authentic Lime Margarita  19 750 12 $6.92 $83.04 082000190332
  58835 Jose Cuervo Authentic Lime Margarita  19 800 6 $6.92 $41.52 082000729921
  58838 Jose Cuervo Authentic Lime Margarita  19 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000190325
  58860 Jose Cuervo Authentic Mango Margarita  19 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000745624
  58866 Jose Cuervo Authentic Strawberry Margarita  19 750 12 $6.92 $83.04 082000190356
  58868 Jose Cuervo Authentic Strawberry Margarita  19 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000190349
  58873 Jose Cuervo Authentic Watermelon Margarita  19 1750 6 $12.30 $73.80 082000754909
  58876 Jose Cuervo Golden Margarita  25 750 12 $9.62 $115.44 082000730354
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  58875 Jose Cuervo Golden Margarita  25 1750 6 $15.74 $94.44 082000730361
  62061 Kahlua Frozen Mudslide  25 1750 6 $11.99 $71.94 089540416373
  62369 Malibu Blue Hawaiian  25 1750 6 $12.74 $76.44 089540520575
  62381 Malibu Melon Margarita Cocktail In A Bag  30 1750 6 $12.74 $76.44 089540520094
  62376 Malibu Pina Colada Light  25 1750 6 $12.74 $76.44 089540520599
  62382 Malibu Rum Punch Cocktail In A Bag  30 1750 6 $12.74 $76.44 089540520032
  62400 Margaritaville Classic Lime Margarita  19 1750 6 $10.53 $63.18 086024008086
  62405 Margaritaville Last Mango Margarita  19 1750 6 $10.53 $63.18 086024008253
  62422 Margaritaville Skinny Island Punch  20 1750 6 $10.53 $63.18 086024014964
  62420 Margaritaville Skinny Margarita  20 1750 6 $10.53 $63.18 086024009991
  62494 Middle Sister Cranberry Cosmo  25 750 6 $12.00 $72.00 857151003356
  62496 Middle Sister Margarita  25 750 6 $12.00 $72.00 857151003363
  62498 Middle Sister Mojito  25 750 6 $12.00 $72.00 000000062498
  62097 Paramount Long Island Iced Tea  72 1000 12 $6.75 $81.00 086816110331
  58819 Parrot Bay Mudslide  25 1750 6 $12.36 $74.16 082000761600
  58821 Parrot Bay Orange Pineapple Dream  25 1750 6 $12.36 $74.16 082000761648
  58822 Parrot Bay Pina Colada  30 200 24 $1.79 $42.96 082000761617
  58816 Parrot Bay Pina Colada Pouch  30 1750 6 $12.36 $74.16 082000761624
  58823 Parrot Bay Tropical Rum Punch  30 200 24 $1.79 $42.96 082000761655
  58814 Parrot Bay Tropical Rum Punch Pouch  30 1750 6 $12.36 $74.16 082000761662
  76767 Phillips Long Island Iced Tea  40 1000 12 $6.41 $76.92 087116036628
  62838 Purple Passion  26 1750 6 $8.25 $49.50 088352124391
  62837 Purple Passion 4 Pack  26 200 6 $5.33 $31.98 088352124438
  63522 Salvador’s Margarita 4 Pack  20 200 6 $5.33 $31.98 088352120133
  63530 Salvador’s Original Margarita PET  26 1750 6 $8.25 $49.50 088352128580
  63545 Sauza Sparkling Lime Margarita  19.9 750 12 $10.23 $122.76 080686851011
  63543 Sauza Sparkling Mango Margarita  19.9 750 12 $10.23 $122.76 080686851035
  63541 Sauza Sparkling Wild Berry Margarita  19.9 750 12 $10.23 $122.76 080686851059
  63351 Skinnygirl Grapefruit Margarita  20 750 12 $9.44 $113.28 080686110279
  63355 Skinnygirl Margarita  25 750 12 $9.44 $113.28 892049000758
  63358 Skinnygirl Mojito  19.9 750 12 $9.44 $113.28 080686110231
  63357 Skinnygirl Pina Colada  20 750 12 $9.44 $113.28 080686110033
  63354 Skinnygirl White Cranberry Cosmo  19 750 12 $9.44 $113.28 080686110026
  63359 Skinnygirl White Peach Margarita  25 750 12 $9.44 $113.28 080686110101
  71529 Tooters Ala Bama Slama  30 375 12 $8.62 $103.44 762317030704
  77545 Tooters Apple-tini  30 375 12 $8.62 $103.44 762317030988
  72448 Tooters Blu-Dacious Kamikazi  30 375 12 $8.62 $103.44 762317030070
  63959 UV Blue (Raspberry) Lemonade PET  25 1750 6 $8.95 $53.70 087116013803
  63963 UV Pink (Lemonade) Cocktail PET  25 1750 6 $8.95 $53.70 087116013766
CORDIALS & LIQUEURS  
 AMERICAN AMARETTO  
  73986 Di Amore  42 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 082928399824
  71886 E Dolce  42 750 12 $5.01 $60.12 088004016463
  76486 Paramount  50 750 12 $5.07 $60.84 086816100349
  76487 Paramount  50 1000 12 $6.08 $72.96 086816600931
  76488 Paramount  50 1750 6 $12.11 $72.66 086816100325
 IMPORTED AMARETTO  
  64136 Disaronno  56 750 12 $20.79 $249.48 050037014501
 ANISETTE  
  85316 Paramount  50 750 12 $6.87 $82.44 086816100547
 COFFEE LIQUEURS  
  67341 Avion Espresso  70 750 6 $18.74 $112.44 080432107652
  72816 Caffe Lolita  40 750 12 $7.50 $90.00 088352120577
  73136 Chila  48 750 12 $7.45 $89.40 088004016852
  67426 Copa De Oro Mexican  42 750 12 $8.80 $105.56 096749003204
  74776 Iowa Coffee Company New 40 375 12 $13.64 $163.68 022099147756
  67524 Kahlua  40 375 24 $9.74 $233.76 089540145631
  67526 Kahlua  40 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540122717
  67527 Kahlua  40 1000 12 $22.87 $274.44 089540122700
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  67528 Kahlua  40 1750 6 $36.74 $220.44 089540122694
  67536 Kahlua Especial  70 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 089540447063
  67540 Kahlua French Vanilla  40 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540493398
  67509 Kahlua Midnight  70 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 089540504865
  67522 Kahlua Mini  40 500 12 $9.90 $118.80 089540504612
  67571 Kahlua Mocha  40 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540504582
  67556 Kamora  40 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686250401
  67557 Kamora  40 1000 12 $12.59 $151.08 080686250203
  67586 Kapali  53 750 12 $8.58 $102.96 089708005203
  67595 Patron XO Café  70 750 6 $21.75 $130.50 721733801190
  67599 Patron XO Café Dark Cocoa  60 750 6 $20.39 $122.34 721733801282
 CREAM LIQUEURS  
  78010 Adult Chocolate Milk  20 750 12 $14.13 $169.56 857913002030
  71424 Adult S’Mores New 15 750 12 $14.13 $169.56 857913002092
  71426 Adult Strawberry Milk  20 750 12 $14.13 $169.56 857913002054
  68022 Bailey’s Carmel Irish Cream  34 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 086767701763
  68043 Bailey’s Coffee Irish Cream  34 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 086767702289
  68047 Bailey’s Hazelnut Irish Cream  34 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 086767703842
  68028 Bailey’s Mint Chocolate Irish Cream  34 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 086767701787
  68034 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 375 12 $10.49 $125.88 086767210098
  68036 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 086767210067
  68037 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 1000 12 $25.88 $310.56 086767210043
  68038 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 1750 6 $38.99 $233.94 086767210029
  68039 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 2400 4 $43.07 $172.28 086767701350
  68031 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream Mini  34 1000 4 $37.88 $151.52 086767700933
  68049 Bailey’s Vanilla Cinnamon New 34 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 086767704382
  68048 Bailey’s Vanilla Cinnamon Mini New 34 1000 4 $37.88 $151.52 086767704375
  68126 Carolan’s Irish Cream  34 750 12 $11.55 $138.60 721059517508
  68127 Carolan’s Irish Cream  34 1000 12 $14.65 $175.80 721059511001
  73140 Chila Orchata  27 750 12 $15.59 $187.08 088004016395
  64854 Dorda Double Chocolate  36 750 6 $21.45 $128.70 852935001337
  80136 E & J Cask & Cream  34 750 12 $8.25 $99.00 085000003961
  68306 Emmets Irish Cream  34 750 12 $8.99 $107.88 086767240064
  74086 Godiva  30 750 12 $25.49 $305.88 087000003118
  74090 Godiva White Chocolate  30 750 12 $25.49 $305.88 087000005518
  80326 Mc Guires Original  34 750 12 $9.62 $115.44 086024016418
  68611 McCormick’s Irish Cream  34 750 12 $9.60 $115.20 085592117046
  80427 Prichard’s Fudge Brownie  35 750 6 $19.50 $117.00 812164410010
  80425 Prichard’s Sweet Lucy Cream  35 750 6 $19.50 $117.00 812164100928
  80438 Ricura  25 750 6 $15.00 $90.00 084279988382
  73052 Rumchata  27 375 12 $11.13 $133.56 890355051112
  73050 Rumchata  27 750 6 $18.75 $112.50 890355051198
  73053 Rumchata  27 1000 6 $24.51 $147.06 890355051105
  73054 Rumchata  27 1750 6 $36.51 $219.06 890355051136
  73051 Rumchata Mini  27 500 12 $13.31 $159.72 890355051143
  80456 Ryan’s  34 750 12 $10.05 $120.60 086024015435
  80457 Ryan’s  34 1000 12 $10.85 $130.20 086024015428
  80458 Ryan’s  34 1750 6 $17.31 $103.86 086024015411
  68846 St. Brendan’s Superior Irish Cream  34 750 12 $11.53 $138.36 088352107264
  68842 St. Brendan’s Superior Irish Cream  34 1000 12 $16.04 $192.48 088352115085
  65200 Tequila Rose  30 750 12 $13.99 $167.88 085592121043
  65199 Tequila Rose  30 1000 12 $17.99 $215.88 085592121036
  65204 Tequila Rose Mini  30 500 6 $9.95 $59.70 085592121081
 DARK CREME DE CACAO  
  78456 Paramount  50 750 12 $6.97 $83.64 086816100943
 WHITE CREME DE CACAO  
CORDIALS & LIQUEURS  
 WHITE CREME DE CACAO  
  78866 Paramount  50 750 12 $6.97 $83.64 086816101148
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 GREEN CREME DE MENTHE  
  79026 Arrow  30 750 12 $6.75 $81.00 088352118741
  79336 Paramount  50 750 12 $6.97 $83.64 086816101544
 WHITE CREME DE MENTHE  
  79816 Paramount  50 750 12 $6.97 $83.64 086816101742
 PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS  
  80574 Arrow  54 375 24 $3.39 $81.36 088352119038
  80576 Arrow  54 750 12 $5.13 $61.56 088352118857
  80577 Arrow  54 1000 12 $5.76 $69.12 088352118482
  80578 Arrow  54 1750 6 $10.58 $63.48 088352118253
  80571 Arrow Mini  54 500 12 $6.83 $81.96 088352117539
  80686 DeKuyper Blustery Peppermint Burst  60 750 12 $5.15 $61.80 080686353409
  80687 DeKuyper Blustery Peppermint Burst  60 1000 12 $5.78 $69.36 080686353201
  80826 Ice 101  101 750 12 $14.01 $168.12 089708003513
  80827 Ice 101  101 1000 12 $14.80 $177.60 089708003506
  83370 Ice Hole Mint  75 750 12 $7.73 $92.76 087116035607
  81204 Paramount  50 375 12 $3.42 $41.04 086816101995
  81206 Paramount  50 750 12 $5.57 $66.84 086816101940
  81207 Paramount  50 1000 12 $6.09 $73.08 086816101933
  81208 Paramount  50 1750 6 $10.62 $63.72 086816101926
  81196 Paramount Traveler  50 750 12 $5.57 $66.84 086816101841
  81406 Thunder 101  101 750 12 $11.25 $135.00 086816111345
 APPLE SCHNAPPS  
  84159 99 Apples  99 750 12 $14.25 $171.00 089000118359
  82604 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker  30 375 24 $4.61 $110.64 080686395607
  82606 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686395409
  82607 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686395201
  82600 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker PET  30 1750 6 $17.31 $103.86 080686395126
  82605 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker Traveler  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686395430
 BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS  
  81966 Arrow Mcdale’s  30 750 12 $6.14 $73.68 088352118659
  82786 DeKuyper Buttershots  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686319405
  82787 DeKuyper Buttershots  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686319207
  82780 DeKuyper Buttershots Traveler  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686319436
  83363 Ice Hole  80 750 12 $7.73 $92.76 087116035539
  84486 Paramount  44 750 12 $6.14 $73.68 086816106945
 CINNAMON SCHNAPPS  
  71446 After Shock Cinnamon  80 750 12 $17.31 $207.72 080686281405
  71441 After Shock Cinnamon Mini  80 500 12 $23.74 $284.88 080686281900
  82613 DeKuyper Hot Damn!  30 375 24 $4.61 $110.64 080686373605
  82611 DeKuyper Hot Damn!  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686373407
  82610 DeKuyper Hot Damn!  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686373209
  82881 DeKuyper Hot Damn! 100 Prf  100 750 12 $10.15 $121.80 080686374404
  82618 DeKuyper Hot Damn! PET  30 1750 6 $17.31 $103.86 080686373124
  82612 DeKuyper Hot Damn! Traveler  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686373438
  82956 Firewater  100 750 12 $14.01 $168.12 089708000154
  82957 Firewater  100 1000 12 $14.80 $177.60 089708000482
  84636 Phillips Hot 100  100 750 12 $11.17 $134.04 087116017610
 GRAPE SCHNAPPS  
  82636 DeKuyper Grape Pucker  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686393405
  82637 DeKuyper Grape Pucker  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686393207
 PEACH SCHNAPPS  
  82126 Arrow  34 750 12 $6.14 $73.68 088352118840
  82127 Arrow  30 1000 12 $7.13 $85.56 088352118475
  82844 DeKuyper Peachtree  30 375 24 $4.61 $110.64 080686365624
  82846 DeKuyper Peachtree  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686365402
  82847 DeKuyper Peachtree  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686365204
  82849 DeKuyper Peachtree  PET  30 1750 6 $17.31 $103.86 080686365129
  82840 DeKuyper Peachtree Traveler  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686365433
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  84456 Paramount  44 750 12 $6.14 $73.68 086816106549
  84457 Paramount  44 1000 12 $6.98 $83.76 086816106532
 RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS  
  82146 Arrow  30 750 12 $6.14 $73.68 088352118864
  82147 Arrow  30 1000 12 $7.13 $85.56 088352118499
  73456 DeKuyper Luscious Razzmatazz  33 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686356400
  82836 DeKuyper Raspberry Pucker  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686398400
  82837 DeKuyper Raspberry Pucker  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686398202
 ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS  
  82826 DeKuyper  45 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686347408
  82827 DeKuyper  45 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686347200
  84617 Phillips  41 1000 12 $8.25 $99.00 087116034617
 SPEARMINT SCHNAPPS  
  82187 Arrow  54 1000 12 $7.13 $85.56 088352118529
 STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS  
  82820 DeKuyper Strawberry Pucker  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686184409
  84496 Paramount  44 750 12 $6.14 $73.68 086816105344
 TROPICAL FRUIT SCHNAPPS  
  82857 DeKuyper Island Punch Pucker  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686340201
  83906 Maui Blue Hawaiian  30 750 12 $5.50 $66.00 089708003360
  83907 Maui Blue Hawaiian  30 1000 12 $6.81 $81.72 089708003353
 WATERMELON SCHNAPPS  
  82866 DeKuyper Watermelon Pucker  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686396406
  82867 DeKuyper Watermelon Pucker  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686396208
 MISCELLANEOUS SCHNAPPS  
  84170 99 Bananas  99 750 12 $14.25 $171.00 080660620053
  84166 99 Blackberries  99 750 12 $14.25 $171.00 089000515950
  84399 99 Whipped Cream  99 750 12 $14.13 $169.56 089000993079
  73516 DeKuyper Cactus Juice  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686322405
  73517 DeKuyper Cactus Juice  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686322207
  82626 DeKuyper Cherry Pucker  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686394402
  82627 DeKuyper Cherry Pucker  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686394204
  82757 DeKuyper Cranberry  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686331209
  82898 DeKuyper Mixed Berry Medley  30 1000 12 $11.43 $137.16 080686369202
  83348 Ice Hole Cherry Schapps  40 750 12 $7.73 $92.76 087116035423
  67296 Yukon Jack Perma Frost  100 750 12 $13.88 $166.56 082000124870
 IMPORTED SCHNAPPS  
  69611 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Apple Pie  42 750 12 $12.48 $149.76 088004009724
  69634 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 375 24 $7.99 $191.76 088004148249
  69636 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 750 12 $13.01 $156.12 088004148225
  69637 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 1000 12 $16.50 $198.00 088004148218
  69638 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 1750 6 $21.99 $131.94 088004148201
  69639 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry Mini  48 3000 1 $44.58 $44.58 088004148263
  69646 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Lemon Drop  42 750 12 $13.01 $156.12 088004002206
  69654 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 375 24 $7.99 $191.76 088004144067
  69656 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 750 12 $13.01 $156.12 088004144043
  69657 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 1000 12 $16.50 $198.00 088004144036
  69658 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 1750 6 $21.99 $131.94 088004144029
  69706 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Root Beer  42 750 12 $12.48 $149.76 088004009601
  69666 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Vanilla  48 750 12 $13.01 $156.12 088004144647
  69667 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Vanilla  48 1000 12 $16.50 $198.00 088004144630
  65065 Goldschlager Cinnamon  87 375 12 $10.50 $126.00 086767500090
  65066 Goldschlager Cinnamon  87 750 12 $19.13 $229.56 086767500069
  65061 Goldschlager Cinnamon Mini  87 600 10 $23.44 $234.40 086767500120
  69940 Rumple Minze Mini  100 500 12 $20.25 $243.00 086767703798
  69945 Rumple Minze Peppermint  100 375 12 $10.50 $126.00 086767520098
  69946 Rumple Minze Peppermint  100 750 12 $19.13 $229.56 086767520067
  69947 Rumple Minze Peppermint  100 1000 12 $23.25 $279.00 086767520043
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 TRIPLE SEC  
  86112 DeKuyper  30 1000 12 $3.33 $39.96 080686381204
  86250 Juarez  30 750 12 $3.75 $45.00 088352110073
  86251 Juarez  30 1000 12 $3.31 $39.72 088352109985
  86310 La Prima  30 1000 12 $4.50 $54.00 086816553336
  86390 Montezuma  30 1000 12 $3.19 $38.28 080660650135
  86506 Paramount  50 750 12 $4.99 $59.88 086816102749
  86507 Paramount  50 1000 12 $5.62 $67.44 086816102732
  86637 Tortilla  27 1000 12 $4.52 $54.24 088004016593
 ROCK & RYE  
  85796 Mr. Boston Rock & Rye  54 750 12 $7.39 $88.68 089000013586
 WHISKEY LIQUEUR  
  27454 Cinerator  91 750 12 $11.93 $143.16 096749000210
  828 Cinerator Mini  91 600 8 $7.65 $61.20 096749000227
  73721 Evan Williams Cinnamon Reserve  70 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 096749021284
  73702 Evan Williams Honey Reserve  70 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 096749021802
  64862 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  66 375 12 $7.99 $95.88 088004144722
  64866 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  80 750 12 $13.47 $161.64 088004146689
  64867 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  80 1000 12 $17.01 $204.12 088004144678
  64868 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  66 1750 6 $23.00 $138.00 088004009281
  64858 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey Mini  66 3000 1 $44.58 $44.58 088004144708
  64865 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey PET  66 750 12 $13.01 $156.12 088004144692
  27585 Hot Stuff  70 750 12 $10.73 $128.76 087116014213
  27588 Hot Stuff Mini  70 500 6 $7.34 $44.04 087116014275
  86666 Jeremiah Weed 100 Prf Bourbon  100 750 12 $9.64 $115.68 082000154846
  86746 Prichard’s Sweet Lucy  70 750 6 $19.49 $116.94 812164000419
  86883 Southern Comfort  70 200 48 $3.77 $180.96 088544019160
  86884 Southern Comfort  70 375 24 $6.80 $163.20 088544019139
  86886 Southern Comfort  70 750 12 $14.78 $177.36 088544019054
  86887 Southern Comfort  70 1000 12 $18.72 $224.64 088544018941
  86888 Southern Comfort  70 1750 6 $28.74 $172.44 088544018910
  86916 Southern Comfort 100 PRF  100 750 12 $17.47 $209.64 088544018156
  86918 Southern Comfort 100 PRF  100 1750 6 $33.34 $200.04 088544018019
  86807 Southern Comfort Bold Black Cherry  70 750 12 $14.78 $177.36 088544000625
  77089 Southern Comfort Lime  55 750 12 $14.78 $177.36 088544000052
  86881 Southern Comfort Mini  70 500 12 $7.07 $84.84 088544019184
  86885 Southern Comfort PET  70 750 12 $14.78 $177.36 088544014318
  86796 Southern Host Whiskey  100 750 12 $8.05 $96.60 096749213887
  77472 Sweet Revenge  38.5 750 6 $16.47 $98.82 793573839244
  67264 Yukon Jack Canadian Liqueur  100 375 24 $7.87 $188.88 082000125389
  67266 Yukon Jack Canadian Liqueur  100 750 12 $13.88 $166.56 082000125259
  67267 Yukon Jack Canadian Liqueur  100 1000 12 $17.62 $211.44 082000125044
 DISTILLED SPIRITS SPECIALTY  
  66004 Absolut Tune  28 750 6 $23.99 $143.94 835229000957
  73645 Dry Dock Sorghurm  0 375 12 $13.64 $163.68 092145545997
  86684 Firefly Apple Pie Moonshine  60 750 12 $14.82 $177.84 897291000662
  86681 Firefly Peach Moonshine  61 750 12 $14.82 $177.84 897291000648
  86688 Firefly Strawberry Moonshine  41 750 12 $14.82 $177.84 897291000693
  75087 Juarez Gold  80 1000 12 $7.14 $85.68 088352119519
  76227 Montezuma Blue  80 1000 12 $6.75 $81.00 080660352039
  86724 Ole Smoky Apple Pie Moonshine  40 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 856011004007
  86730 Ole Smoky Blackberry Moonshine  40 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 856011004052
  86728 Ole Smoky Cherry Moonshine  100 750 12 $19.50 $234.00 856011004021
  86764 Sipp’n Sweet Corn  80 375 12 $15.75 $189.00 855677003003
  77487 Tortilla Gold DSS  80 1000 12 $6.76 $81.12 088004015077
  77497 Tortilla Silver DSS  80 1000 12 $6.76 $81.12 088004015138
  67067 Ty Ku Super Premium Soju  48 750 6 $19.01 $114.06 736040512783
 MISC. AMERICAN CORDIALS & LIQUEURS  
  86661 Bella Limoncello  25 750 12 $14.79 $177.48 616641412746
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  86663 Bella Orangecello  25 750 12 $14.79 $177.48 616641412739
  72953 Cedar Ridge Lamponcella  64 375 12 $12.00 $144.00 859824001270
  72950 Cedar Ridge Lemoncella  64 375 12 $12.00 $144.00 859824001645
  72954 Cedar Ridge Mangocella  64 375 12 $12.00 $144.00 859824001386
  72722 Christian Brothers Honey  70 750 12 $8.15 $97.80 086036862775
  73571 Crave Chocolate Cherry  30 750 12 $17.31 $207.72 080686412014
  73577 Crave Chocolate Mint  30 750 12 $17.31 $207.72 080686412052
  73533 Dekuyper 03  80 750 12 $18.10 $217.20 080686405023
  85526 Dekuyper Blue Curacao  48 750 12 $7.87 $94.44 080686316404
  73526 DeKuyper Melon  46 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686345404
  73596 DeKuyper Michigan Cherry  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686415015
  73448 Dekuyper Mixologist Blood Orange  30 750 12 $11.04 $132.48 080686154013
  73508 Dekuyper Mixologist Ginger  30 750 12 $11.04 $132.48 080686171010
  73463 Dekuyper Muddled Mint  30 750 12 $11.04 $132.48 080686970569
  73452 DeKuyper Pomegranate Pleasure  30 750 12 $9.45 $113.40 080686367406
  80096 DeKuyper Signature Creme De Banana  56 750 12 $7.87 $94.44 080686333401
  74772 Howdys Apple Pie  40 750 6 $13.33 $79.98 859824001508
  75209 Kinky  34 375 12 $7.50 $90.00 084279989457
  75211 Kinky  34 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 084279983431
  75214 Kinky Blue  34 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 084279991535
  75212 Kinky Blue Mini  34 500 6 $7.44 $44.64 084279991528
  75208 Kinky Mini  34 500 6 $9.93 $59.58 084279985978
  79511 Mama Walkers Blueberry Pancake  70 750 12 $7.49 $89.88 089540520773
  75907 Mama Walkers Maple Bacon  70 750 12 $7.49 $89.88 089540520780
  65646 Marie Brizard Chocolat Royal  34 750 6 $22.00 $132.00 685701000698
  76478 Pama Pomegranate  34 750 6 $14.74 $88.44 096749940035
  85606 Paramount Blue Curacao  30 750 12 $5.63 $67.56 086816101445
  76526 Paramount Melon  44 750 12 $7.95 $95.40 086816104149
  77570 Travis Hasse’s Apple Pie  40 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 896459002029
  77568 Travis Hasse’s Cherry Pie  30 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 896459002036
  77573 Travis Hasse’s Cow Pie  30 750 12 $11.91 $142.92 814794010486
IMPORTED CORDIALS & LIQUEURS  
 MISC. IMPORTED CORDIALS & LIQUEURS  
  64000 Absente  110 750 12 $34.00 $408.00 689768211028
  64336 B&B D.O.M  80 750 12 $28.99 $347.88 080480545406
  64356 Barenjager Imp Honey  70 750 6 $22.38 $134.28 083089533003
  64446 Berentzen Apfel Korn  40 750 12 $15.20 $182.40 752245220018
  64636 Campari Italian Aperitivo  48 750 12 $22.49 $269.88 721059047500
  64601 Caravella Limoncello  56 750 6 $16.87 $101.22 080660776057
  64676 Chambord Liqueur Royale De France  33 750 12 $27.84 $334.08 833000345310
  64736 Citronge  80 750 12 $20.63 $247.56 721733700042
  64776 Cointreau Liqueur  80 750 12 $29.99 $359.88 087236565107
  64626 Courvoisier Gold  36 750 12 $22.05 $264.60 080686975014
  64883 Drambuie 15 YR  80 750 6 $52.76 $316.56 080480302184
  64876 Drambuie Scotch  80 750 12 $30.87 $370.44 080480302023
  64996 Frangelico  40 750 12 $20.25 $243.00 721059987509
  65017 Galliano  84 375 24 $16.12 $386.88 080915112111
  65124 Grand Marnier Cordon Rouge  80 375 24 $20.03 $480.72 088110931049
  65126 Grand Marnier Cordon Rouge  80 750 12 $34.96 $419.52 811538015271
  65127 Grand Marnier Cordon Rouge  80 1000 12 $38.33 $459.96 088110931025
  67487 Grand Marnier Raspberry Peach New 80 750 12 $34.97 $419.64 081753824495
  66936 Grangala Triple Orange  80 750 12 $16.55 $198.60 082352300236
  65194 Hpnotiq  34 375 12 $9.52 $114.24 736040012856
  65195 Hpnotiq  34 750 6 $14.74 $88.44 736040011064
  65229 Hpnotiq Harmonie  34 750 6 $14.74 $88.44 096749003143
  65191 Hpnotiq Mini  34 600 8 $18.66 $149.28 736040012771
  65253 Jagermeister  70 200 48 $5.27 $252.96 083089660402
  65254 Jagermeister  70 375 24 $9.78 $234.72 083089660358
  65256 Jagermeister  70 750 12 $18.08 $216.96 083089524001
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  65257 Jagermeister  70 1000 12 $23.31 $279.72 083089660150
  65258 Jagermeister  70 1750 6 $39.08 $234.48 083089660174
  65251 Jagermeister Mini  70 1200 5 $44.30 $221.50 083089660112
  65426 Licor 43  62 750 12 $19.99 $239.88 083664853540
  65536 Lucid Absinthe  124 750 6 $48.74 $292.44 094922677365
  65896 Metaxa Ouzo  80 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 087236210243
  67006 Midori Melon  40 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 088857003306
  66050 Nuvo  30 375 12 $14.91 $178.92 736040506898
  66052 Nuvo  30 750 12 $22.49 $269.88 088076172333
  66107 OR-G  34 750 6 $18.74 $112.44 898093002236
  66152 Passion XO Blue  32 750 6 $16.76 $100.56 810316000041
  66153 Passion XO Pink  32 750 6 $16.76 $100.56 810316000027
  66155 Passion XO Sun  32 750 6 $16.76 $100.56 810316000010
  64816 Romana Black Sambuca  80 750 12 $19.87 $238.44 086767221063
  66636 Romana Sambuca Italian Liquore  84 750 12 $19.49 $233.88 086767220066
  66787 Skinos  60 750 6 $25.26 $151.56 529173200005
  66836 St. Germain  40 750 6 $28.50 $171.00 898804001008
  77786 Tuaca Perfect Chill  70 750 12 $17.16 $205.92 083300044776
  67159 Ty Ku Premium Liqueur  40 750 6 $19.01 $114.06 736040018254
  67192 X Rated Fusion  34 750 6 $21.99 $131.94 681425014010
  67194 X Rated Fusion  34 1000 6 $28.00 $168.00 681425042006
AMERICAN ALCOHOL  
 AMERICAN ALCOHOL  
  41846 Everclear  151 750 12 $13.13 $157.56 088352123097
  27260 Everclear Lightnin  90 750 6 $22.50 $135.00 088352127620
  76036 Midnight Moon Apple Pie  70 750 6 $15.63 $93.78 851767001140
  76042 Midnight Moon Blackberry  100 750 6 $15.63 $93.78 851767001201
  76044 Midnight Moon Blueberry  100 750 6 $15.63 $93.78 851767001195
  76038 Midnight Moon Cherry  100 750 6 $15.63 $93.78 851767001157
  76032 Midnight Moon Original  80 750 6 $15.63 $93.78 851767001027
  76040 Midnight Moon Strawberry  100 750 6 $15.63 $93.78 851767001164
  27310 Prichard’s Lincoln County Lightning  90 750 6 $15.60 $93.60 812164001942
DECANTERS & SPECIALTY ITEMS  
 DECANTERS & SPECIALTY PACKAGES  
  59164 1800 Ultimate Skinny Margarita  20 750 12 $7.50 $90.00 811538010474
  808 2 Gingers w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $18.11 $108.66 080686294050
  2959 Absente w/Glass & Spoon  110 750 6 $34.01 $204.06 689768211042
  3984 Absolut w/4-50mls  80 750 12 $17.24 $206.88 835229000308
  2249 Amaretto Di Amore w/Glass  42 750 12 $9.00 $108.00 191803600022
  2870 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream w/2 Glasses  34 750 6 $19.50 $117.00 191804402870
  1855 Beefeater w/Yeoman Pourer  94 1750 6 $32.99 $197.94 089540510811
  830 Buchanan Special Reserve 18YR w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $58.61 $351.66 088076178786
  40600 Burnett’s Candy Cane  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749202195
  40370 Burnett’s Pumpkin Spice  70 750 12 $7.26 $87.12 096749000203
  855 Canadian Club 1858 w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $11.82 $70.92 080686823025
  817 Canadian Club Trial Pack  80 150 30 $2.13 $63.90 080686823040
  43306 Captain Morgan Signature Series Limited Edition  70 750 12 $15.00 $180.00 082000762522
  2992 Caravella Limoncello w/Glass  0 750 6 $16.88 $101.28 080660776057
  2916 Carolan’s Irish Cream w/2 Glasses  34 750 6 $11.55 $69.30 721059517515
  796 Cedar Ridge Whiskey 3 Btl Gift Pack  80 1125 4 $65.25 $261.00 859824001607
  4041 Cedar Ridge Brandy 3 Btl Gift Pack  80 1125 4 $65.25 $261.00 859824001591
  1051 Chivas Regal w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $27.74 $166.44 191801900010
  2229 Christian Brothers Holiday Nog  20 750 12 $6.69 $80.28 191803500022
  1989 Courvoisier VS w/Flask  80 750 6 $22.83 $136.98 191803200019
  831 Crown Royal Reserve w/4 Coasters  80 750 6 $36.68 $220.08 082000763178
  3872 Crystal Head Rolling Stones Gift Set  80 750 6 $71.27 $427.62 627040411513
  2849 Crystal Head Vodka w/2 Shot Glasses  80 750 4 $39.20 $156.80 627040411421
  3620 El Jimador Reposado w/Glass  80 750 6 $16.73 $100.38 744607050006
  73729 Evan Williams Apple Orchard  34 750 12 $9.57 $114.84 096749083763
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  59100 Evan Williams Egg Nog  30 750 12 $6.69 $80.28 096749025336
  59102 Evan Williams Peppermint Chocolate Egg Nog  30 750 12 $6.69 $80.28 096749040513
  1437 Forty Creek w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $18.00 $108.00 891156001058
  80144 Fulton’s Harvest Apple Pie Liqueur  25 750 12 $8.15 $97.80 096749003709
  80145 Fulton’s Harvest Pumpkin Liqueur  25 750 12 $8.15 $97.80 096749003693
  893 Gentleman Jack w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $28.43 $170.58 082184238790
  826 Gentleman Jack w/Cuff Links  80 750 6 $28.43 $170.58 082184262702
  813 Gentleman Jack w/Money Clip  80 1750 6 $50.49 $302.94 080660776057
  837 Glenlivet 12YR, 15YR, 18YR Tri-Pack  0 600 6 $52.49 $314.94 080432108024
  874 Glenlivet w/2-50mls  80 750 6 $32.99 $197.94 080432900956
  74440 Hiram Walker Caramel Apple  30 750 12 $5.99 $71.88 089540520261
  74476 Hiram Walker Pumpkin Spice  30 750 12 $5.99 $71.88 089540499604
  934 Jack Daniel’s Black Tin  80 750 12 $21.06 $252.72 191801200009
  952 Jack Daniel’s Black w/2 Glasses  80 750 6 $21.06 $126.36 191801300009
  859 Jack Daniel’s SB Ducks Unlimited w/Btl Stopper  94 750 6 $39.89 $239.34 082184254318
  969 Jack Daniel’s w/Billboard  80 750 12 $20.31 $243.72 191801600009
  65248 Jagermeister Spice  50 750 12 $18.08 $216.96 083089662000
  3135 Jagermeister w/2 Shot Glasses  70 750 12 $18.08 $216.96 191805903135
  1500 Jameson Irish Whiskey Tin  80 750 6 $21.74 $130.44 191802900015
  424 Jim Beam White w/3-50mls  80 750 6 $14.97 $89.82 080686001990
  866 Johnnie Walker Blue w/2 Glasses  80 750 3 $195.00 $585.00 088076179822
  67513 Kahlua Cinnamon Spice  40 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540504698
  67546 Kahlua Hazelnut  40 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540493435
  67575 Kahlua Peppermint Mocha  40 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540504629
  67574 Kahlua Pumpkin Spice  70 750 12 $17.99 $215.88 089540504896
  454 Knob Creek w/2 Whiskey Stones  100 750 6 $29.93 $179.58 080686016150
  1956 Magellan Gin w/Martini Glass  88 750 6 $25.50 $153.00 689768903091
  1838 Malibu w/Pineapple Juice Tray Pack  42 1750 3 $23.99 $71.97 089540496054
  2313 McCormick Egg Nog w/2 Glasses  30 750 6 $14.00 $84.00 191803700023
  2945 McCormick Irish Cream w/2 Glasses  34 750 6 $11.49 $68.94 191804702945
  80336 Mothers Pumpkin Spiced Liqueur  25 750 12 $7.50 $90.00 084279988467
  62920 Mr. Boston Holiday Nog  0 750 12 $5.46 $65.52 089000016952
  76436 Old St. Nick’s Egg Nog  25 750 12 $5.46 $65.52 088004016623
  76438 Old St. Nick’s Egg Nog  25 1750 6 $10.97 $65.82 088004016630
  3943 Patron Anejo & XO Cafe w/2 Shot Glasses  70 375 6 $34.64 $207.84 721733501847
  3880 Patron XO Cafe w/2 Pilsner Glasses  70 750 6 $21.75 $130.50 721733801725
  36061 Pinnacle Pumpkin Pie  70 750 12 $11.81 $141.72 089708452601
  3953 Pinnacle w/3-50mls  80 750 6 $10.52 $63.12 080686931230
  818 Red Stag w/3-50mls  80 750 6 $16.55 $99.30 080686006100
  1958 Rhum Barbancourt Five Star w/2 Glasses  86 750 6 $20.01 $120.06 689768873387
  3963 Rumchata w/Thermal Cup  27 750 6 $18.75 $112.50 890355001056
  3201 Sobieski w/2 Shot Glasses  80 1750 6 $16.49 $98.94 089016008491
  3396 Tequila Rose w/2 Shot Glasses  30 750 6 $14.00 $84.00 191806303396
  706 Wild Turkey 101 w/2 Glasses  101 750 6 $19.50 $117.00 721059000574
  3337 Wild Turkey American Honey Freezer Tap  71 750 6 $15.51 $93.06 721059000017
DISCLAIMER: Prices in this publication reflect the current pricing for the applicable period. Other 
factors affect the final wholesale price, including the 9 cent bottle deposit and surcharge, 50 
cents per bottle split case fee, as well as any temporary price reductions and other specials of-
fered by suppliers.
*This article is intended to provide 
general information for reference only 
and should not be considered legal 
advice or a substitute for legal counsel. 
Scan the icon below with your mobile phone to 
read more Legally Speaking articles.
SPEAKING
LEGALLY
Get the free mobile app at http://gettag.mobi
YOU HAVE QUESTIONS. 
WE HAVE ANSWERS. 
Do you have a question about 
Iowa laws, administrative rules, 
Division policies or anything else 
that affects you and your business? 
If you need clarification on an issue, 
chances are that others do too. 
Submit your questions by email to 
Schaffer@IowaABD.com and use 




bartender or in any other capacity in the 
serving of an alcoholic beverage, if the 
alcoholic beverage tasted is owned by 
the retailer.
Who is considered an industry 
member?
Industry member means an alcoholic 
beverages manufacturer, including 
a distiller, vintner or brewer, bottler, 
importer, wholesaler, jobber, 
representative, broker, agent, officer, 
director, shareholder, partner or 
employee of each of the above.
Can a tasting be conducted on 
an unlicensed premise?
Beer and wine can be tasted on an 
unlicensed premise. Liquor must be 
tasted on a liquor licensed premises.
Can a retailer charge a fee 
for a tasting on their licensed 
premises?
An off-premise licensee may not collect 
a fee of any sort from a consumer 
participating in a tasting. An on-premise 
licensee may charge for a tasting.
Can an off-premise retailer 
charge a fee for a food class and 
include a tasting with the food 
being served?
No, requiring a consumer to pay for 
the food class while having access to a 
tasting would constitute an indirect sale 
of alcoholic beverage by the glass. 
Who can participate in a tasting?
Persons participating in a tasting must 
be 21 years or older and may not be 
intoxicated.
What is the legal amount that 
a retailer or industry member 
may give as a tasting?
ABD recommends a one ounce tasting. 
The administrative rule states 
“indicia” of a tasting and the word 
“indicia” is not defined in the rule. 
ABD cautions industry members that 
the amount of product you provide as 
a tasting cannot be a way to provide a 
retailer with free merchandise. 
When can I hold a tasting?
Tastings may be conducted during the 
hours which alcoholic beverages may 
be legally sold and served. 
How much can an individual 
consume?
There is no restriction as to how many 
samples an individual can receive at a 
tasting, but it is the responsibility of the 
licensee to ensure that no one is over 
served.
 An off-premise licensee utilizing a 
tasting as a means to serve alcohol 
without an on-premise license is in 
violation of bootlegging. 
Conclusion
Before conducting a tasting, the 
Division recommends licensees check 
with the local authority (city clerk or 
county auditor) to determine if there 
is an ordinance governing tastings. If 
so, the ordinance applies. The Division 
also suggests off-premise licensees 
notify their insurance provider prior to 
conducting a tasting.
 Tastings can be a valuable asset 
in promoting products, but keep this 
information in mind when conducting 
a tasting. As always, compliance 
related questions can be answered 
by contacting the Division at 
515.281.7414.
Product tastings are becoming more popular than ever, especially 
with so many innovative products 
entering the alcoholic beverage market. 
Tastings can be an effective way to 
encourage adult consumers to sample 
and compare products while providing 
the opportunity to learn more about the 
types and brands before paying for a 
full-size product.
 With so much interest in tastings, 
the Division has seen an increase in 
questions from retailers on their legality. 
The following information should clarify 
how alcoholic beverage tastings may be 
conducted legally.
Who can conduct a tasting at 
on- and off-premise licensed 
establishments?
Liquor industry members are allowed 
to conduct tastings of product at 
retail establishments. Product that the 
industry member will use in a tasting 
must be checked out as samples from 
ABD or may be purchased from the 
retailer at no more than the ordinary retail 
price. A tasting cannot be a means to 
provide a retailer with free merchandise. 
 Retailers are allowed to conduct 
tastings on their own without an industry 
member present as long as the product 
being tasted was purchased through 
the three-tier system at their own cost. 
Industry members are not permitted 
to give product to a retailer for the 
retailer to conduct a tasting. An industry 
member is prohibited from acting as a 

